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The problem. The problem of this study was to find out why individuals who have 
attained the elementary principal endorsement were not serving as elementary school 
principals. The problem included finding out what barriers impeded individuals' pursuit 
of the elementary principalship, from whom or what they created their perceptions of the 
elementary principalship, and what motivated them initially to attain the elementary 
principal endorsement. 
Procedures. Data was obtained using a survey of 704 people, the entire population 
of individuals in Iowa who were endorsed to be elementary principals, but not serving in 
that role. Descriptive statistics and t tests were used to analyze and report data fiom the 
survey. Data fiom those individuals who had pursued the principalship but never offered 
a position, those that had never applied for a principalship, and those who had been 
principals, but left the principalship, total responses, and differences among the responses 
of men and women were the foci of the data analysis. 
Findings. Of 704 surveys sent, 424 (62%) were completed and returned. Forty- 
two percent of respondents were male and 58% of respondents were female. Sixty-seven 
percent of respondents were teachers. Current principals were the source of their 
perception of the elementary principalship. Motivation for attaining the elementary 
principal endorsement was to make a positive difference for students and teachers, the 
desire to be the leader of an elementary school. and to develop leadership skills. Barriers 
to the job of elementary principal rated highest: Satisfaction with current job; Geographic 
limitations as to where you can apply for a position or are not willing to relocate; Who 
you know is more important than in individual's merit in getting hired; The job itself: 
increased expectations, responsibilities of the principals' role; Time (balancing work and 
home); and Insufficient sala~?l/fringe benefits. 
Conclusions. Barriers to the elementary principalship that could be addressed b!- 
policy were not the most dificult barriers to overcome. Even more poignantly, the most 
important reasons for not taking an elementary principalship were not clearly amenable to 
policy redress. By their actions on the job, current principals teach teachers about what 
being a principal means. From these observations. teachers and counselors decide to 
work towards the e~~dorse~llent so hat they can make a positive difference. In a gender 
cornparison. for those not in the principalship. women saw more of a barrier in just not 
being able to get a job. Men saw inadequate money. the job itself and moving as priman- 
barriers. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
( h ~ e n t  research suggests that one of the major components of a school's success 
is the principal's leadership (Baron. 1990). The skill of the school principal is paramount 
to the quality of life and learning in schools (Restine, 1997). Effective schools research 
of the 1 970s (Austin, 1979; Edmunds, 1979) and excellence movement of the 1980s 
(Drake & Roe, 1986) found that strong administrative leadership is an essential element 
of effective schools. "Amidst the accumulating body of research on effective schools and 
the current call for school refom, the principal has emerged as the key person in school 
improvement efforts. A principal's leadership is among the most crucial elements 
necessav for school success, and a successful school almost always boasts of having an 
outstanding principal," (Anderson, 1988, p. 7). 
Unfortunately, at a time when the demand for a quality education is increasing. 
fewer educators are choosing to pursue a career in educational administration (School 
Administrators of Iowa, 1997, p. 2; Barker 1996; Williams. 1996). According to Barker. 
data from state and institutional sources in Washington State revealed smaller candidate 
pools. more principal positions created or open because of increasing enrollment and high 
numbers of potential retirements within 5 years. In Kentucky, factors such as the political 
culture. retirements of a large portion of educational administrators. increased demands 
on the principalship imposed by the legislature. and the rural nature of Eastern Kentuck!. 
have resulted in small candidate pools (Alesander, 1990: Combs. 1991 : Dove. 199 1 : 
[.indlc. [i)95; [,erislali\,e Research Commissions. 1990. as cited in i\'i!liams. 19961 . 
A statewide conference consisting of educators and administrators at all levels met 
to discuss administrator shortage and developed a repon to the Executive Committee of 
School Administrators of Iowa (School Administrators of lowa, 1997). The repon 
acknowledged declining numbers of applicants for superintendent and high school 
principal/athletic director combination positions in the state of Iowa. In  addition, there 
were hundreds of individuals currently endorsed in educational administration that were 
not seeking a career as a school leader. At the elementary level alone, there were 
approximately 724 individuals endorsed to be an elementary school administrator who 
were serving in some aspect of K-12 education, but not as an elementary principal or 
school administrator (Iowa Department of Education, 1998). 
According to a report to the Executive Committee and Representative Council of 
School Administrators of Iowa (1 997, p. 2), "lowa is facing a leadership crisis in K-12 
education.. .unless we take some immediate and proactive steps to address this situation, 
Iowa will be shortchanging the fhture of the next several generations." The Iowa 
Department of Education dispatched the following statement: 
lowa has a long history of educational excellence, and skilled administrators at all 
levels have been a major reason for that success. Now. a shortage of qualified school 
administrators is affecting Iowa-a shortage that could seriously hinder the state's ability to 
build on its tradition of excellence and create schools to meet the needs of its citizens in 
the 2 1 "  Century. 
Purpose 
'This study provided information to local district administrators and polic? makers 
designed to assist them in reformulating policy and practice that may increase the 
prob:lbility of-attracting more and higher qualih candidates for elementap principal 
openings. The data and conclusions of this study were also thought to be of interest to 
statewide organizations such as School Administrators of Iowa, universities with 
principal/school administrator preparation programs, professional associations, Iowa State 
Board of Education, Iowa Department of Education and others who have an interest in 
educational leadership. 
Problem 
Why were professionals with elementary principal certification who were 
involved in some non-administrative aspect of K-12 education not employed as 
elementary school administrators? Of the approximately 724 individuals in the state of 
Iowa who fit this criteria, there was insufficient data upon which to base a discussion of 
what state and local policy may be most effective in attracting a new generation of 
administrators in education. 
Specifically. the researcher sought to find out what factors motivated respondents 
to attain the elementan principal endorsement. The researcher also wanted to know what 
factors influenced respondents' perceptions and opinions of the elementary principalship 
or school administration as a career. Finally. the researcher wanted to find out what 
fbctors each respondent perceived as barriers to pursuing a position as principal or school 
administrator which. if changed. would motivate them to pursue such a position. The 
data of this study was used to recommend areas of hrther study of the dearth of 
candidates for the position of elementan principal in Iowa. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions guided this study: 
1 .  What barriers to pursuing an elementary principalship or school administrative 
position were perceived by these individuals which, if changed, could 
motivate each individual to actively seek out such a position? 
2. What barriers were perceived that were intractable from a policy perspective? 
3.  What or who influenced the perceptions and opinions these individuals have 
of  the elementary principalship or school administration as a career? 
4. What factors motivated each individual to attain elementary principal 
certification? 
5. Do men and women perceive the same barriers or are some barriers perceived 
as more influential on their decision whether or not to pursue the principalship 
depending on gender? 
Definition of Terms 
NAESP: National Association of Elementary School Principals was founded in 
192 I and is a professional organization that serves Pre Kindergarten through grade eight 
principals across the linited States and around the world. 
Iowa Principal Endorsement: Requires a master's degree in e l e m e n w  
administration; refers to those individuals who are licensed to senre as a principal in 
grades I'rc-kindergarten through eight. 
S A  I :  1:stahlished in 1987. School Administrators of I o M . ~  is a professional 
- -- 
orgm"il~tio,n with over 2.000 members that senlcs lowa's educational lenders. S'4l.s 
mission is "to be the driving force for quality education in Iowa's communities through 
the aggressive promotion and active development of effective administrative leadership" 
(School Administrators of Iowa, Policy Manual, 1993). 
SAI Executive Committee: The executive committee consists of 7 SAI members 
who are elected by other members of SAI. 
SAI Representative Council: The representative council is comprised of 3 
representatives fiom each of the 15 Area Education Agencies in Iowa and the SAI 
Executive Committee. The SAI Representative Council prioritizes issues for which SAI 
will lobby the state legislature. This group is also responsible for making SAI policy. 
Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATUKE 
Role of the Elementary School Principal 
The job of the elementary principal has been characterized as one of the most 
demanding, personally satisfying and highly desirable jobs compared to educational 
administrative positions at all other levels of administration (Moore, 1999). The personal 
satisfaction gleaned fiom being an elementary principal is derived from a closer working 
relationship with teachers, parents, and students which results in increased influence on 
instruction, cumculum, and other school operations than at any other level. According to 
Moore, principals are the key to an effective school and the ability to meet the challenges 
that lie ahead in the next century depends largely on the talents and ability of the 
elementary school principal. 
Statistics show there is a good supply of individuals who are endorsed to be 
elementan. principals. but many are choosing not to pursue the principalship (McAdams. 
1998; Moore. 1999). Although there are enough individuals endorsed to fill future school 
administrator openings. there may be a shortage of hishly capable individuals to fill the 
impending vacancies (Education Research Service. 1998). A national survey conducted 
h the Gordon S. Black Corporation produced data that indicate there is a shortage of 
qualified candidates for principal openings throughout the United States. These findings 
\+ere tnte In rural. urban and suhurban school districts and at the element-. middle and 
high schc)ol levels. 
Research suggests there are several reasons educators endorsed to be elementary 
principals do not pursue the job of principal or school administrator (Anderson, 1988; 
Cline & Richardson, 1988; Milstein, 1992; and Restine, 1997). The job itself, of 
principal or school administrator, as perceived by an individual may be a barrier to hisher 
motivation in pursuing such a position (Barker, 1996; McAdarns, 1998; Restine, 1997). 
A principal's job is made up of role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload (Savory & 
Detiuk, 1986) and reauires a work week that is an average of 55-60 hours (McAdams, 
1998). This, along with required attendance at community meetings, the tremendous 
workload necessay with special education and other legal issues results in less job 
satisfaction. 
Individuals endorsed to be principals, mainly teachers and counselors, perceive 
the role as undesirable because of the ever increasing workload and demands on 
principals (Barker. 1996). The cornplexi~ of tasks. time demands. accountability and 
professional status have all contributed to a less desirable opinion of school 
administration ( McAdams. 1998). 
Job Stress in School Administration 
As expectations and responsibilities of school administrators have increased. so 
has the stress (Barker. 1996). Swent and Gmelch ( 1977) stated that today's educational 
leader is challenged h>. more conflict and pressure than ever before in the twentieth 
centur?. I:ven thc public ncknou ledges th.1 school administration is one ofthc most 
stressful -jobs in our sclcicr) 
Stress can be defined as the intensity and length of time needed to adjust to life 
events (Holmes & Rahe, 1967) or how the body responds to any type of demand made on 
it (Hans Selye, 1974). The longer it takes for us to adjust and the more intense the 
situation becomes, the greater the stress one experiences. According to Brirnm (1 983), the 
job related stress for school administrators recognized in literature includes role conflict 
(Kahn, Wolf, Quinn, & Snoek, 1964); work overload (Piatt, 198 1 ); inadequate 
compensation (Brown & Carlton, 1980; Hendrickson, 1979); interpersonal conflict with 
parents, teachers, and students (Blumberg & Greenfield, 1980; Washington, 1980); and 
increased administrative responsibility (Brown & Carlton, 1980; Hendrickson, 1979). 
Brimm ( 1983) administered a questionnaire developed by Swent and Gmelch 
( 1977) incorporating stressors such as meetings, workload, management. supervision, 
evaluation, negotiations, interpersonal relations, self-expectations and role expectations of 
the pubIic to 1800 Oregon school administrators. The goal of the study was to determine 
which facets of the job prcrduce the most stress. Brimm found that the I0 most stressful 
parts of the job are as follows: 
I .  cornplying with state. federal. and organizational rules and policies 
2. excessice time devored to meetings 
3. $?in$ to complete reponqipaper work on rime 
4 tn ing to satn public approval and'or financial suppoa 
5.  rcsslving parent-school conflicts 
6. zeacher evalua!~nns 
7 .  rnakrnp dectsinns that affect lives of individuals the principals knew 
P f t r x  hca~_t of a work load impossible to finish rn a regular work da_v 
Q mpsmr excessivel? htgh standards on myself 
i 0 fieqircnr tntern~prions 
On i ennr..;.;cC. Hrimrn ( I W.i i conducted the wmc stud, and found the same resarits 
in a \igghrl? d&'ercg~r order. Is acfdition in the Ore+~on findings. -'pins to gain puhiic 
approval and financial support" and "feeling I have to participate in school activities 
outside the normal working hours." were also mentioned. In both studies, the biggest 
stressors were constraints on administrators which included meetings, work load, and 
compliance with policies. 
Spooner (1 984) surveyed 296 primary headteachers in England and found 
reprimanding staff, dealing with staff under stress, responsibility of the position, 
maintaining standards, and quality of work in the school to be the most stressful aspects 
of school administration. In another study using a large scale survey in the United 
Kingdom. Kelly (1 988) found workload, handling staff relationships, demands of local 
school districts. handling inadequate staff, and feeling undervalued to be the most 
stressful factors of school administration. 
In a survey carried out in Malta with 104 administrators from all state schools, 
Bore and Riding ( 1993) found the level of stress perceived by an administrator is 
connected to the amount of experience as a principal. Administrators with over five years 
of experience rated their stress level hisher than administrators with less than five years 
of experience. Borg and Riding also found that it was not one single factor that 
contributed to those experiencing hish levels of stress. but a combination of 4 factors: 
work load. lack of support. resolving conflicts. and inadequate resources. No statistical 
significance was found between the amount of work and job satisfaction experienced by 
respondents indicating it  is the nature of the work itself. not the amount ofwork that 
deterrnincs joh satisf>ction. 
N'hitakcr ( 1996) coriducted a stud! using the Maslach Burnout Inventop to 
dctcm~inc which factors of thc job result in administnror burnout. Indicators of burnout 
included emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and low personal accomplishment. 
Whitaker found site-based decision making, shared decision-making, declining 
resources. increased paperwork and greater expectations from the public and central 
administration for high student standards as the greatest sources of stress. While one 
segment of  the population is demanding a "back to basics" cuniculum, another is 
demanding higher standards. Additional stress is caused by pressure on the school 
administrator to restructure the learning environment to achieve higher test scores 
according to McCarthy ( 1  993) as cited in Whitaker. 
Duke (1 988) conducted interviews with 4 principals who were considering 
leaving administration. Sources of dissatisfaction described were policy demands, 
sacrifices in personal life, lack of growth opportunities, lack of recognition and poor 
relations with subordinates. None of the principals stated low salary, poor relations with 
peers or lack of job security was an area of job dissatisfaction. 
In consideration of past studies focused on school administrator stress and 
anxiet?. Carr ( 1994) stated that studies have been contradictory with significant 
methodological error. In addition. the definition of stress was inconsistent among studies. 
Instruments used ro determine stress have been mostly quantitative in nature and have 
been o!.questionahlc validity. One finding Carr stated was consistent among the research 
as a mninr contributor of school administrator stress was work overload. 
(.am ( 1404) conducted 3 study using the Clinical Analysis Questionnaire (CAQ) 
with  100 princip;lls 31 \.nrioes levels in South Austnlia. The CAQ is valid and h i~h l ! '  
among psyc\lologists. according to Carr. 11 measures ~rsonal i t )  and 
c.inic;,l sc.llcs to clctcnninr ;msiet> and Jcprcssion. Stud! ~WIi~ipants identilied b? 
CAQ as experiencing stress were asked about dreams in the past two weeks or, if they 
couldn't remember, what things they believed were causing them stress. Can identified 
the sources of stress using dream analysis for 71% of participants. The other 29% used 
conscious identification of stress factors. Both groups identified the same sources of 
stress of which 8 I % were work related. The two major sources of stress for smdy 
were found to be lack of support from supervisors and heavy work 
expectations of hisher employer. 
The stress experienced by school administrators is not without personal cost 
(Duke. 1988; Whitaker, 1996). In exploring causes of administrator stress and burnout, 
Whitaker interviewed principals considering leaving the principalship and found heart 
problems, insomnia, and failed mamages as a result of negative school issues c a v i n g  
over into home life. Lack of time for family and personal matters, particularly for two 
career families in which responsibilities at home must be shared contributed to the 
negative effect on a school administrator's home life (NESDEC, 1988). Respondents in 
NESDEC's study testified that the position's responsibilities had no boundaries which 
resulted in administrators feeling buried. 
Brimm ( 1983) stated that administrators will not be able to eliminate stress. He 
called upon school administrators to first admit the existence of the stress. 
dministrators will have to attempt to manage stress they face daily. Brirnrn stated that 
school administrators should, ..actively seek to cope as (or before) stress occurs." (p. 69). 
Hrimm did not slate how a d n ~ i n i s ~ a t o ~  sh uld do either of those things. 
According to Barker ( 1996). districts need to advocate for principals as human 
boil~ps and work w,ith local constitocnts to alter long held beliefs t~b@llt the role ofthe 
principal that included being available and on call at all times. If expectations were more 
reasonable, more educators would pursue the principalship. Barker also found turnover 
among individuals currently employed as principals was greater than in other 
administrative groups. Retaining quality people currently involved in educational 
administration is also necessary in addressing principal supply and/or shortages. 
Administrator Salaries 
Insufficient salaries and lack of benefits have also been a barrier to educators' 
pursuit of school administration (Anderson, 1988; Jordan, McCauley, & Comeaux, 1994; 
McAdams. 1998). In a survey of practicing school administrators in New England 
(Connecticut. Maine, and Massachusetts), respondents stated that the pay was too low for 
the job responsibilities (New England School Development Council PESDEC], 1988). 
School administrator salaries were also perceived low when compared to the 
responsibilities of administrators in other fields. 
According to a 1998 Educational Research Service (ERS) report. salaries paid to 
administrators have remained basically static compared to average annual salaries paid to 
teachers. DifTerences between school administrator and teacher salaries are narrow when 
you consider the school administrator's longer work year. level of education. and 
experience. 35% of principals had degrees beyond the master's degree. For the 1997- 
1 998 school year. the average teacher's salary was $40.1 33 while the average elementary 
principal's snlan was $63.653. Teachers worked I87 days and earned 52 15 per da!. 
compared to 140 days \vorked by elementary principals who earned $169 per day. 
I l l e r n ~ n t : ~ ~  principal salaries \lave consistently remained 136- I hOO/o ofthe higherr paid 
teacher. For inrtsncc. ifthe highest paid teacher earns $45,000, the principal would earn 
hm Stif EMf-S?Z,@C30 p r  year. 
Finsnciat inmtives in pursuing an administrative position have also waned due to 
dual in- fsmifies fMcAdams, 1998). A person's fust job increases hisher income by 
SlO.&B ~\-hirb h a b u t  56,000 after taxes. Many teachers coach or have supplemental 
inchme tbt &ds at lest $10,000 to their income that does not add the time commitmenfs 
its sd~m1 sdmkisar;itian. 
mF. of superintendent and central ofice personnel across the [Jn;ted 
*S&"F&~*~~TS kSFefP3 asked their perception of the problem of why it is difficult tct 
f%sd qmfF@ ~ ~ d k f a t e s  to fi11 principal vacancies (National Association of 
E - w p  Sckwf I%xipfs Online. 1998). According to suwfy results, 'CIhe 
e e ~ ~ ~ ~  is z e m s i d d  ifladequate when compared tn the ~csponsibilitisr ofthe 
posit ion. stress of the job. and long hours required" (p. 5). 
Another study in southwestern Louisiana was conducted in which 195 elemenray 
and secondary princ~pals along with 2 15 teachers endorsed to be principals were surveyed 
about their perceptions of barriers to the principalship (Jordan. 1994). Thirty-three 
pcrcent of~survey respondents perceived insufficient salary as a barrier to any endorsed 
ind~vidual 's (or  their own) pursult o f  the principalship. 
In addition to low administrative salaries and lack of financial incentives in school 
adminis~rac~on. teaching has become a more attractive career in the last feu years 
(Anderson. 1988). Salaries are improving as teachers are gaining more control and 
respon5ibility lor learning. H'ith a perceived small gap between the salaries of 
te;,chcr urith elperlencc the salaries ofhcginninp adm~nlstrators (School 
chosen not to pursl~e the principalship. When comparing the role of teacher m d  principal 
or school administrator. many educators stated they were currentb satisfied with king a 
teacher and en-joyed the student contact lacking in administration marker, 1996). 
According to Anderson ( 1988). teachers looked at the pros and cons of  administration and 
stated the list of cons outweighed the pros. 
En June 1996, individuals including school administrators. school board members. 
parents, ctassroom teachers, college professors, search consultants, and representatives 
f i m  the business community met to discuss reasons why individuals are choosing not lo 
pursue the principalship in Iowa (School Administrators of Iowa, 1997). in  a report to 
the Schml  Administrators of Iowa Executive Committee, financial barriers to school 
administration listed included insufficient salaries and finge benefits (especially the 
difference between rhe salaries o f  classroom teachers and beginning adm~nh-ators) and 
lack of  compensation for Phase 111 responsibilities. Unless salaries and benefits are 
impro\.ed. this report suggested Iowa will have dificulty in attracting individuals to 
become school administrators as well as keeping those currently serving as school 
administrators. 
Univcrsin Preparation Programs 
Another reason educators don't pursue the job of principal or school administrator 
is the lack of.prcparation they believe they have received from their universic principal 
preparation program (Barker. 1996). OAen the preparation programs are irrele~ant and 
inadcquiltc for the demands of the job (NESDEC. 1988). National groups such as the 
N;ltional <'c,rj~mission on f:sccllcncc in Educational Administration and the National 
for Educational Administration have stated that changes need to be made in 
principal preparation programs to develop high quality candidates. According 
to Muse and Thom~as ( 1991, as cited in ERS, 1998, p. 61, "Regardless of the year 
appointed. [principals] have been trained and certified as administrators throu& programs 
larkY-1~ irrelevant to and grossly inadequate for the work responsibilities found in the 
school principalship.. . . A solution to the superintendents' problems of principal selection 
must focus upon reorganization and redirection of university administrator preparation 
programs." 
The following opinion was provided to the Kentucky General Assembly in 1985 
from the Educational Improvement Program as rationale for efforts to recruit qualified 
candidates for the principalship (as cited in Cline & Richardson, 1988, p. 5) .  "Principals, 
while senling as instructional leaders, must also f i l l  the toughest management post in 
public education. The changing nature of the position demands that greater attention 
.. 
needs to be given to the preparation programs which train school administrators.. . . 
I:niversities face a quandary of whether to focus on theoy (traditional stren-mh of 
highcr education ) or on practical knowledge and skills (Johnson. 1992). Principals must 
deal wit11 a plethora of differen1 expectations while concurrently administering. 
s u p c ~  ,sing instmction. being accessible. delegating. accepting responsibilitv. etc. 4 
u,ide Larice of and professional attributes seem essential to administering 
s u c c c s s ~ ~ ~ ~ y ,  The is that principals feel the need for professional preparation that 
w i l l  tllrm in pcrhrming their ambiguous and burdensome role, 
,ccc , rd ,ng to Johnson ( 1992). i t  is the major responsihili? of uni~ersitit's to 
dc\,elop crfeducntionnl eadership proQraln that encomPasscs lhc n p  of 
theoretical and practical preparation needed to meet new and changing responsibilities. 
Principals are critical to a school's success. They are being asked to accept new 
responsibilities and their role is expanding. This challenges universities to reevaluate 
their principal preparation programs. 
The University of New South Wales offers a different type of program that 
emphasizes practical knowledge and skills as well as approaches to school management. 
Skills are developed using case studies, simulations and role plays (Johnson, 1992). 
Assignments are based on students' own school responsibilities thus allowing them to 
immediately apply skills and knowledge to their own schools. Instruction is conducted 
with small cohort groups which lends itself to collegiality and sharing of ideas. 
The University of New South Wales requires 90 hours of instruction completed 
during school vacations which earns students a Certificate of School Management 
(Johnson. 1992). Once finished. students have experience and skills in developing, 
implementing and the reporting of school renewal plans. They have learned about 
school-based staff development. selection of school staff. school fmance, and working 
w ~ t h  community groups. The program also provides students with networking 
opponunit ies. 
In addltion to the financial benefits. the universi~ gains by establishing a 
reputation for providing relevant and applicable professional development opportunities 
(Johnson. 1994). linivcrsities also gain from this type of approach because it  opens 
avenues f'or future research. 
In his rcciew ol'cornponcnts of' an evper~ential principal  reparation program and 
n trndlrlonnl prlnc~p:~l preparation program. it  is Blankenship's (1989) opinion that 
principal candidates should have the opportunity to apply theory and ideas from the 
textbook to real life situations and then learn fiom the outcomes. Results of problem- 
solving sessions with Washington administrators resulted in the recommendation that 
school districts and universities need to work together to provide a program that reflects 
real life, hands-on learning combined with educational theory (Barker, 1996). 
In a report to the School Administrators of Iowa Executive Committee, the 
possibility exists that present day principal preparation programs do not keep pace with 
present day demands (SAI, 1997). Efforts are underway by the Iowa Department of 
Education's School Leadership Initiative to collect information fiom across the state on 
how to develop high quality school leadership (Iowa Department of Education, 1999). 
This group is working on alleviating the shortage and improving school leadership. Their 
focus is to reach consensus on what school leaders need to know, be able to do, and be 
like in order to be an effective leader. Also. they want to develop a new way for potential 
administrators to receive the training they need to acquire those skills. 
Professional Isolation and Mentoring 
. loinins the ranks of education administration involves the process of socialization 
( hliklos. 1988 ). "13ccoming an administrator involves the more subtle processes of being 
sociirlizcd into thinking and behaving in particular ways in an organizational context. 
Sociali/;lrion is a process that begins before recruitment and extends through various 
stages of' fi~r11i;rl prcp;~ration and emplovment" ( p. 53). Without this socialization. school 
ad~tiiriisrr;itors c:~n 1 . a ~ ~  professional isolation (Dussault & Barnen. 1996). I t  can be a 
lo~lcly ,iol~. cspcc ia l l~  sincc thcrc is distance bctwecn schools and districts. Pepin ( I  9861 
found that only 0.07 % of a school administrator's daily communications are with other 
administrators and only 1.05 % are with supervisors such as the school superintendent. 
Minimal professional interactions such as this cause adminiswaton to face professional 
isolation m e w  England School Development Council. 1988). School administrators need 
ways to share concerns, issues. and problems. In Iowa. lack of support and mentoring 
was cited in a report to the SAI Executive Committee as a barrier to endorsed individuals' 
pursuit of  the principalship (School Administrators of Iowa, 1997). 
Dussault and Barnett ( 1  996) conducted a study utilizing an isolation scale to 
determine if the feelings of isolation would decrease if a principal participated in Peer 
Assisted Leadership (PAL) training sessions, a type of peer coaching. In PAL, pairs of 
administrators reflected on experiences, gave suggestions to one another and shadowed 
each other at work. Administrators of all levels of experience were paired together. 
Dussault & Barnen found that participation in the program significantly reduced 
professional isolation. Although communication networks did not increase due to 
participation in PAL. administrators' sense of loneliness and isolation was reduced. 
In another study of peer coaching. Brady ( 1996) sunfeyed 232 principals in 
~Zustralia about their participation in a program in which beginning principals were paired 
up \+.ith experienced principals. Mentors and proteges were paired up with administrators 
horn their own districts. T h e  mutually determined their own meeting asendas and 
discussed items such as financial management. supen.ision of staff. development of 
managen,ent plans and s~udent performance indicators. The goal ofthe progrm \\as that 
eactl principal \ h , o u l d  hctter i~ndcrstnnd his'her own s ~ i e  of leadership and that of 
nnotllcr p r i n c i p ; l l  thrc,ogtl c,hsenalion ;~nd f t ~ d b a ~ k .  This Q,pe ofrcer coaching also 
allowed for one on one professional development with a colleague in the same 
district. 
Brady (1 996) found that this type of peer coaching experience affirmed for new 
principals that they were doing a good job and in a style similar to others. They were 
exposed to good modeling in methodology and practice. Proteges received a lot of 
~ o s i t i v e  feedback and an opportunity to reflect. They were encouraged to verbalize fears, 
doubts, concerns, issues, and plans in a safe, confidential environment. The new 
principals expressed feeling like they were not alone as they developed a network of 
principals. 
In addition to administrative pairs and peer coaching within a school district, 
mentoring is also cited as beneficial for the new school administrator (Brady, 1996; 
Daresh. 1995; Dussault & Barnett, 1996; New England School Development Council. 
1998; Miklos. 1988; School Administrators of Iowa, 1997; Zey, 1988). Mentoring can be 
defined as the dcvclopment of a personal relationship with the goal of professional 
counsel and education which would provide a type of learning obtained from associating 
~vith an indi\.idual with administrative experience (Daresh. 1995). The mentor can 
initiate n principal candidate or first year principal with the protocol. customs. resources. 
and informal rules oftllc protession. Mentors ~uide .  counsel. protect and can promote the 
devclopmcnt and career of the person being mentored (Zey. 1998). m en to ring a1lou.s the 
mcnlor an npportunit?. to teach the protkge ahout the values and culture ofthe 
orgallilntion. l l ~ r  e\islrllce ot'nrcntoring programs also communicates to new emplo~ee~  
that the! arc valiicd. 
The benefit of the mentorlprotege relationship is not limited to the protCgC 
(Daresh. 1995). Mentors gain new ideas and the personal satisfaction of helping another 
person. It may also result in a long term relationshipifriendship thus widening the 
mentors' support system and professional network. Mentoring provides the peer suppon 
for first year principals that is usually lacking (Daresh, 1995). Guidance or mentoring is 
standard to the professional development of the new employee in the private sector (as 
cited in Kram, 1985, and Zey, 1985). School administration has followed private sector 
management philosophy by recognizing the value of a manager guiding and offering 
support to a new employee. 
In addition to schools and the private sector, mentoring as a part of professional 
development at the university level also has become more prevalent around the world. 
including the United States (Daresh, 1995, as cited in Caldwell & Carter, 1993). 
Mentoring encourages aspiring administrators to locate an experienced colleague with 
whom he:she can forge a Friendly. supportive relationship and who will guide h i d e r  on 
practical problems faced on the job. Twenq states now mandate some form of rnentoring 
experience for all beginning school administrators. Mentoring is one solution to past 
criticisms of school administrator preparation programs that more of a "real life" focus is 
ncedcd. Darcsh ( 1988) stated administrative preparation programs should include a 
mentoring component. ... . .\vhile there appears to be a widespread belief in the need to 
promote a,mc type of. mentoring for future and current school leaders. serious attention 
has not hucn pilid 10 this issue hy the scholarly comn~unit)" ( p  8). 
Geographic Limitations 
Two income families have become the norm over the last 30 years (McAdams, 
1998). The result is a family that is much less mobile than families with one male 
breadwinner which used to be the norm. The income of the spouse may be as much or 
more than the income of the educator. Even a significant increase in pay for the spouse 
who assumes a principalship may actually be a substantial financial setback to a family 
who would lose a second income with a geographic move. Another consideration is that 
the educator's spouse might like hisher job and have hisher own career goals that could 
not be met in another geographic location. The spouse's career interests can restrict 
where an individual would apply. In a study done in Connecticut, Maine, and 
Massachusetts, NESDEC (1 988) found that some principals or endorsed individuals 
either could not afford to move or chose not to relocate. According to McAdams, the 
effect can be a smaller candidate pool comprised mostly of local people. 
1 ~ c k  of' Recorznition 
Lack of' recognition has been cited as a frustration for school administrators 
( Friescn R Sarros. 1987; Whitaker. 1996). Accordins to Whitaker. principals stated the! 
did nor have a need for status. but felt a need for more recognition. On the contrap'. 
f..ricscn and Sarros ( 1989) found that insufficient status and recopition were indeed 
predictors of burnout for school administrators. 
Hiring Practices 
~ n o t h e r  barrier to the pursuit of the elementary principalship is that gening hired 
a s  a ~r inc ipa l  or school administrator sometimes has more to do with who a principal 
knows and how well s h e h e  will fit in rather than hisher skills or academic background 
(Baron. 1990). As  Baltzell and Dentler ( 1  983, as is cited in Anderson,1988, p. 7) stated 
from personal observations, "In most places, principal selection still operates on the 
buddy system. Without changes in the integrity and vitality of the selection process, the 
ablest educational leaders may never turn their faces towards the p~cipalship."  Dentler 
also added, "Patronage, favoritism. familiarity, or a candidate's ability to make a good 
first impression should not be allowed to edge out merit." 
According to lowa Department of Education (1998), there were approximatel! 
703 people in the state o f  Iowa in 1998-1 999 who were involved in some aspect of K-12 
education but not employed as an elementary school principal or other school 
administrator. Of those approximately 704 people. 288 (42%) were men and 401 (58%) 
\vew women. 
According to the School Administrators of lowa Report (May 1999). there were 
?_37 male principals and 2 male assistant principals equaling 58% of elementary principals 
in Iowa. M'onlen held 232 principal positions and 5 assistant principal positions which 
equals 42',0 ot'elementan principals in lowa. 
C'ornbining all people in lowa lv i th  elementary principal endorsement. employed 
~1s a princip;ll or not. re\reals an inequalie between nien and women. Of the 648 hornen 
~n l o \ r f ; ~  crr~i l icd to hc all elementar) principal. 247 (3R0a) had principal jobs. Of the 617 
Inen in Ioir il ccrtificd to hc an clcmcntan. school principal. 339 (-1O;b) had principal jobs. 
Recruiting 
As Cbodlad (1983. as cited in NAESP Online, 1998, p.6) stated, "It is simply not 
established procedure in the educational system to identify and group cadres of the most 
promising prospects for top positions.. .there should be a continuous district-wide effort 
to identify employees with leadership potential." Districts must be willing to invest in 
employees who show leadership potential now to reap the benefits of individuals later. In 
a nationwide study of 300 school disticts, only one fourth had any type of aspiring 
principals program to develop leaders within their school district (NAESP Online, 1998). 
Because of a lack of recruiting effort on the part of local school districts, potential school 
principals are mostly self-selected. 
According to a report from the New England School Development Council 
( 1  988). recruitment efforts are necessary at both the state and local level. School districts 
need to use the same strategies as large corporations to recruit individuals for the highly 
demanding position of school administrator (McAdams. 1998). Jordan, McCauley, and 
Comeaux ( 1 994) stated that recruitment must happen as early as high school. He 
suggests high schools. universities. teaching organizations and businesses should work 
together to recruit and retain the most intelligent and capable students into the teaching 
profession. Obtaining high quality indi\.iduals will only happen when administrative 
positions arc made more attractive to potential administrators during recruitment (Jordan. 
Mc('auley. & Comeaux. 1994 ). 
w'lnter and Dunaway ( 1997) studied the reactions to principal recruitment 
practices teachers wlth an administrative endorsement. Little research has been done 
In this arcn as is dcscribcd b! Wintcr and Dunawa!. "Given the demands placed on 
~ r i n c i ~ a l s ,  particularty in areas undergoing school refom ... k is swrising how li~lr 
empirical knowledge exists about applicant's reactions to principl recruimnr pmactices" 
(p. 153). They found that recruitment materials should p k e  mom emphasis m the 
instructional leadership aspect of the principalship and less emphasis orr the management 
part of the job at the elementary level (the opposite is true at &e high scfion! fmfi. 
School reform initiatives require a greater focus on instntctimal leadership in tk 
principalship. District level decisions are often delegated to grimipls. Tfim changes in 
expectations for principals make recruiting the right individual and with a fmus on 
instructional leadership even more imperative. 
In Iowa. it is suggested that the failure of administrators to identie and recruit 
quality people into the profession has contributed ta a shortage of qualified individuals 
willing to pursue school administration (School Administrators nf Iowa 19975. 
Prokss~onal organizations need to develop strategies to help local school districts in 
identifying and preparing members of their own teaching staff to become school 
admin~strators. F~nancial assistance programs to help cover the cost of professional 
preparation programs would also be helphl in recruiting efforts. 
Kcnntivc Ilealings with Students. Staff. and the Cornmunit\:! Lack of Infomation About 
- 
Positive Aspects of School Administration 
Irltcrnal and cstemal groups in decision-making requires that the principal be an 
instn~crion;~l Icadcr and fhcilitator of many different opinions. Negative dealings with the 
s tudc~~ts .  p;~rents. st:~tt: : ~ n d  ijoard of Education are also a deterrent according to Rrstinc 
( 1007) ; I I ~  1j;trLc.r ( lOC)(>) .  'I-llc lack of information ahout the positive aspects of 
administration combined with the perception that there is little appreciation or recognition 
only compounds negative feelings about the role (SAI, 1997). 
There are many different groups who place demands upon school administrators, 
all of whom believe their demand is most important (Moore, 1999). The increased 
demands from parents, teachers, students, and Education Depamnents will likely result in 
a less effective school administrator (Borg & Riding, 1993). The treatment of 
administrators by others may be significant in why endorsed individuals choose not to 
pursue administration (NESDEC, 1988). 
Current School Administrators Leaving the Profession 
The level of  administrative influence has decreased while what an administrator is 
expected to accomplish has increased (NESDEC, 1988). Endorsed principals may pursue 
other jobs because. "there seems to be a general feeling that the rewards don't justif\l the 
aggravation.. . . Low pay. high aggravation, too much of the 'good old boy' network in 
opcration." (p .  I .  Given the stress, bum out, long hours. insufficient salary. numerous 
job rcsponsibilities. perplexing daily problems. negative interactions with people. lack of 
support. lack of appreciation. and poor administrative preparation at the universih level. 
i t  is not surprising that persons currently serving as educational administrators are leaving 
the pr~ncipalship and the public school system (Jordan. 1993; McComick, 1987; New 
Lngland School I>evelopment Council. 1988; Pawlas. 1989). 
A Brief Summary of Solutions Suggested by Research 
Changes must be made to principal preparation programs to better prepare 
principals for the realities of school administration (Whitaker, 1996). Strong 
philosophical foundation and belief systems must serve as basis for decision-making. 
Recognition of personality traits that might not mesh with the demands of the 
principalship, collaborative decision-making, working with diverse groups of people and 
dealing with potentially hostile situations must also be addressed. Adjunct principals and 
superintendents currently in the field should be utilized as instructors in administrator 
preparation programs (NESDEC, 1988). Professional growth should not cease with the 
completion of a principal preparation program, but rather continue while serving in the 
principalship (Whitaker, 1996). 
Principal vacancies must be well publicized (Educational Research Service, 
1998). Recruiting of new principals should be done on the state and local level 
(NESDEC. 1988). This effort should start with inservices for teachers on administration 
as a career. 
The job of the principal should also be restructured with more emphasis on 
curriculum and instruction (Moore. 1999). Budget, legal issues and district level 
responsibilities should be deemphasized. The work week and year should be reduced 
with a generous vacation policy. particularly in absence of great pay (Educational 
Research Senice. 1998; Moore. 1999). Models of appropriate administrative staffing 
should be developed based on programs offered and responsibilities in the school district 
(Nl.;SIlF.:C'. I OX8) 
Central office staff and ~chool  board members must support and recognize 
efforts and achievements (Duke, 1988; Whitaker 1996). Principals must be 
given autonomy in decision-making. In a time of diminishing resources and educational 
criticism, we must recognize the vital role the principal plays in educating children 
(Whitaker, 1996). Secretarial assistance might be added for the principal's exclusive use 
(Moore. 1999). School board members could be required to be trained about adjusting 
the roles of principals and their appropriate roles as school board members (NESDEC, 
1988). 
Principals need informal and formal support systems to brainstom and problem 
solve (Whitaker, 1996; Moore, 1999; NESDEC, 1988). Support systems allow principals 
to better handle conflict and the ever increasing demands of their positions. Mentoring is 
needed for both beginning and experienced principals. 
Principal salaries must commensurate with responsibilities (Educational Research 
Service. 1998: Whitaker, 1996; Moore. 1999). A state and regional data base on 
compensation for superintendents and principals (NESDEC, 1988) should be developed. 
\'aried and creative compensation packages should be encouraged that could include 
extended vacationlsick leave. paid sabbaticals. professional development acti\lities. 
conferences or course tuition. 
All o f  these sug~estions must be considered as solutions to attracting high qualip 
candidates to the principalship. In  addition to expanding the elementan' principal 
candidate pool, tl~esc efforts nlav also help in retaining those currently sening as 
principills or school administrators. 
Chapter 3 
METHODOLOGY 
This study surveyed the endorsed elementary school administrators in Iowa who 
were involved in some aspect of K-12 education in 1998- 1999, but who were not 
elementary principals or in school administration. The study describes perceived barriers 
to the pursuit of a principalship, perceptions of the principalship, factors that motivated 
each to pursue principal licensure, and factors that would alleviate a principal shortage. 
This study was designed as descriptive research as its intent was primarily policy in 
nature and analyses were dictated by the needs of the policy community. The views 
portrayed a total population at a single point in time. 
Survey Procedure 
The researcher mailed a survey questionnaire to 704 individuals, the total 
population in lowa with the elementary administrative endorsement. who met the 
rescarcher's criteria. Individuals who currently held elementary administrative 
certification in lowa and were involved in some aspect of K-12 education bur not serving 
as an elementan principal or school administrator were selected for this study. The list of 
potential participants was supplied by the Iowa Department of Education. From the list 
provided. thc researcher omitted all assistant principals and assistant superintendents 
includcd o n  the list since those individuals were senling as school administrators in lowa 
although not as elcrnentary principals. 
Stud! participants were mailed a letter of transmittal (see Appendix A)  signed b!, 
thc r ~ s ~ a r c h c . ~  and the  Associate Executive Director of School Administrators of lo~va 
(SAI). The purpose for the involvement of SAI was their interest in the study's data and 
the researcher's desire for a larger number of survey respondents which could result due 
to SAI's involvement. Enclosed with the survey, participants received an envelope that 
was stamped and addressed to SAI. The fax number for SAI was also listed at the bottom 
of the survey for participant convenience. 
As suggested by Borg and Gall (1989)' the letter of transmittal or cover letter 
contained reasons for submitting the survey, assurance of response confidentiality, the 
study's significance, and affiliation with a professional organization. Respondents were 
asked to reply within 10 days of the survey mailing date to provide enough time to f i l l  out 
and return the survey without being rushed, yet not so much time that it might be set aside 
and forgotten. 
Content of the Survey 
The researcher used a two page survey containing 18 items as the instrument of 
data collection. The instrument was designed to reflect the reasons why professionals in 
the state of  Iowa were endorsed to be elementary principals and involved in some aspect 
of K- 12 education but not serving as an elementary principal or school administrator and 
to answer the study's rna.jor research questions. The survey consisted of the following 
parts: 
1 .  Demographic data of the respondents (gender). 
2 .  Intent of pursuing the elementar) principalship. This section asked 
respondents if they had applied for an elementag. principalship. if they were 
currently or will pursue the principalship. if they have ever sened as a 
principal, if they have been offered a principalship, or were currently a 
principal. 
3. Current employed position. This section asked respondents to check which 
item reflected their current position. 
4. Barriers for those who held the proper license but were not sewing as an 
elementary principal. This section asked respondents to rate each item from 
No Significance ( I )  to Major Significance (5) for each item. 
5. Factors that would specifically entice the respondent to pursue a position as 
elementary principal or school administrator. Respondents were given the 
opportunity to write down anything that was not addressed previously in the 
SUNq. 
6. Perception of the elementary principalship. This section asked respondents to 
rate each item from No significance ( I )  to Major Significance (5) for each 
item. 
7. Motivation to attain elementary principal certification. This section asked 
respondents to rate each item from No Significance ( I )  to Major sigificance 
( 5  ) for each item. 
Items on the survey were exhaustive in that each included all possible answerable 
responses. Each item was mutually exclusive in that no participant could check more 
than one response or give more than one rating to any item. Both open and closed forms 
were used in the survey. 
4 pilot study was conducted in September. 1999. A survey was sent our to 20 
individuals from thc list ol'potential participants (see Appendis D). Four participants 
were chosen because the researcher knew himher penonally and felt that might influence 
hisher ~ ~ s w e r s  but who might also give special attention and would critique the 
instrument. The other 16 were randomly chosen born the list provided by the Iowa 
Department of Education. The researcher divided the total population by 16 and counted 
off by that number. The purpose of the pilot was to determine the survey's validity. 
Feedback concerning the survey's clarity and ease of use were also requested from 
respondents. Respondents' feedback from the pilot study indicated the survey needed 
some revision. 
Changes made to the survey included adding the choice, "I -have been offered at 
least one elementary principalship, but did not accept" and "I am currently in a 
principalship." For ease of use, all sections that asked respondents to rate items from 1 to 
5 were placed sequentially. Also added to those items was an underline to the words 
"each item." See Appendix C for modified survey. 
In addition to the names of the entire population in Iowa of individuals with the 
elementary administrative endorsement, the Iowa Department of Education also provided 
labels with the names and addresses of each individual. Labels were attached to 
envelopes along with the return address label with name and address of SAI. After 
stamps were attached. return envelopes were prepared. Return envelopes were addressed 
to SAI and postage was provided. The cover letter, survey questionnaire. and return 
envelope were folded and placed in the envelope addressed to potential study participants. 
The researcher then counted the number of males and females from the list of individuals 
[hat were sent sumevs. These data were used for figuring return percentages for men and 
women and overall respondents. 
The survey was mailed to 704 individuals which was the entire population of 
individuals endorsed to be elementary principals, but not serving in that capacity. 
~ c c o r d i n g  to Borg and Gall (1989, p. 2331, the largest size sample as possible should be 
used.. . the more likely is its mean and standard deviation to be representative of the 
population mean and standard deviation.. . ." 
Because the nature of what was being asked of participants was not threatening or 
o f  a personal nature, the researcher and her chair felt that anonymity was not necessary to 
get accurate responses. Therefore, each survey was numbered so that follow up 
reminders could be sent, if necessary (001 -704). To increase the number of returned 
responses the researcher provided notification of sponsorship (SAI), cover letter stating 
need and purpose of study, limited page questionnaire, and stamped return postage. The 
goal of the researcher and her chair was a 50% response. The actual response from 
individuals sent surveys was 62% therefore, reminders were not sent to those who did not 
return the survey. 
Data Analysis 
Given the purpose of this study, the researcher utilized descriptive statistics to 
describe the basic features of the data. Descriptions of the sample and measures 
combined with simple graphic analysis are provided. Survey data drove the analysis. 
Each participant response was a unit of analysis. Conclusions were based on data derived 
from the entire population of individuals endorsed to pmctice in Iowa as an elementan 
principal and involved in some aspect of K-I?  education. but not as an elementaq- school 
principal or school administrator. 
Attempts were made to establish conclusion validity which is defined as the 
degree to  which conclusions we reach about relationships in our data ate reasenablc. To 
improve construct validity, the researcher used the largest sample possible which is all 
individuals licensed to be an elementary school principal who are e u m t l y  involved in 
some aspect of K-12 education, but not the principalship. Reliability was improved using 
feedback from the pilot survey resulting in an improved survey inrtrument. 
Statistical Analysis 
Data &om survey returns were prepared by lopping the  data and checking for 
accuracy (see Appendix D). In section one of the survey. the number and percentage of 
male and female respondents were figured. In section two of the sunley, the number sf 
responses for each of the seven choices and the percentage of the total responses wen 
calculated. In section three of the survey, the total number of responses for each ofthe 
six choices and a percentage were totaled. 
For survey items 1 - 1 2, each item represents a barrier described in literature as a 
negative influence on endorsed individual's pursuit ofthe principalship. A total number 
of responses for each numerical rating 1-5 was totaled and wei_ehted for each goup 
resulting from participant response in section two of the survey. 
For example, in  Barrier I .  Group 1 male respondents, 76 respondents pave 
b61nsufficient salac. .  ..* a b b ~ "  rating, 10 respondents gave it a "2" rating. 18 respondents 
gave i t  a **3'. rating, 19 respondents gave it a .'?" rating and 6 respondents gave it  a "5" 
.['he number of war then multiplied b?. the mtinf. Twenr)i-si~ 
respondenls ga\le Banicr I a .hl'' wllich equals 26. Five respondents gave it a ratin$ "2" 
of which equals 10. Eighteen respondents gave the same barrier a rating of "3" which 
equals 54. Nineteen respondents gave a rating of "4" which equals 76. Six respondents 
gave a rating of "5" which equals 30. Adding all 5 scores which equals 196 and dividing 
by the number of male respondents in Group 1 (69) results in a mean score of 2.64. A 
mean score was calculated the same way for the responses of men, women, and men and 
women combined for each group. The same was done for each barrier, items 1-12 on the 
survey. 
For item 13 on the survey, respondents were given the chance to respond in 
writing to anything not already covered in the survey concerning reasons why they were 
not serving as elementary principals. Data were transcribed then organized by theme and 
g o u p  (see Appendix F for complete list of responses). There were ten themes named by 
the researcher from participant response to item 13. For example, under the theme "Lack 
of Financial Incentive," Group 1 responses were listed. then Group 2. 
For item 14 on the survey, the ratings were multiplied by the number of 
respondents in each of the six groups to establish a mean score for each group including 
groups 1-5 combined and for each item A-E. The written responses to "F. Others" were 
recorded by group and by rating ( see Appendix G for complete list). 
For item 15 on the sunrey, the ratings were multiplied by the number of 
respondents in each of the sir groups and a mean score was calculated. This was done for 
each group. groups I-.' combined and for each item A-G. For "H. Other." written 
responses were recorded by group and rating (see Appendix H for complete list). 
I-or rhc first three sections of the survey. the number of responses and a 
pcrcerltnfe of total respondents were used for reporting purposes and to categorize 
respondents, but were used not in the data analysis. For items 8 and 1 1,  data was 
collected. However. since there is nothing that can be done to alleviate those barriers, 
information was noted, but not a part of any policy recommendation(s). Original surveys 
will be kept ( 5  years) to check for accuracy during data analysis and to be able to trace 
any results back to the original form from which it was collected. 
Four hundred twenty-four surveys were returned within two weeks of the 
requested return date of January 1 1,2000. Surveys were sorted by participant response in 
section two which resulted in six groups: I have applied for an elementary principal 
position, but have never been offered or accepted one; I have never applied for an 
elementary principal position; I have never applied for an elementary principal position, 
but am currently or will be seeking an elementary principal position; 1 have been an 
elementary principal, but I am currently in another position; I have been offered at least 
one elementan, principalship. but did not accept; I am currently a principal. 
Each group was then divided up into male and female groups which were 
indicated by participants in section one of the survey. Participant responses were then 
tallied by male. female and total responses to sections two and three on the survey. 
Percentages were figured for sections one. two . and three with additional information 
reported for the "other" categorj- in section three. 
For items 1 through 12. a tally sheet was used to calculate responses by each 
group. 1-6, as determined by participant response in section two of the survey (see 
Appendix D). A mean score for male response. female response. and total response \.as 
calculated fhr each group and for each item. Mean scores were then put in table form b! 
group and barrier (See Table I ). (jroups were labeled by their number and respondents. 
For example male response for group one are listed as GI M, female response for group 
one is listed as G 1 F and total responses for all participants in group one is listed as G l T  
Barriers are listed by their corresponding item number on the survey. For example item 
one, Insufficient salaryffringe benefits, is listed as Bl 
Written responses for item 13 were recorded and clustered by general themes by 
groups 1 through 6 .  A representative sample of responses to item 13 is included as 
relevant to the discussion of items I through 12. A complete list of all responses is 
provided in Appendix D. 
A mean score was calculated for the responses of each group to items 14 an 15 
The total mean score was figured using the responses of all groups except group 6. 
Responses written by respondents to letter F in item 14 and H in item 15 were provided as 
well as the numerical rating given. 
The mean score was used as an estimate of central tendency for items 1 through 
12, 14 and 15. For items 14 and 15, a frequency distribution bar chart was used to 
compare each exemplar (A-F & A-G) listed below the item number. Data was provided 
from all respondents and then disaggregated to compare mean responses of men and 
women. Data from item 13 was infused into the findings and conclusions chapters of the 
research study. 
The researcher also sought to compare items. The means were used to determine 
correlation or decree of relationship between items the researcher wants to compare. The 
researcher looked for barriers (survey items I - I?) with a mean score difference of 0.30 or 
]lieher, The data from respondents who marked they were currently sewin$ as elementar) 
principals n,as sllPPliCd 10 SA I  as information to be noted. hut was not included in the 
data analysis. A t test was conducted using Excel to determine statistical significance 
between the mean scores of men and women for Baniers 1-12. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study had the following limitations: 
1.  The data represented the perceptions of respondents at the time of data 
collection. 
2. The generalizabiiity was limited to the elementary principal license 
holders in the state of Iowa. 
3. The validity of the data was limited to the respondents' interpretation 




Seven hundred four surveys were sent to individuals in Iowa who were endorsed 
to be elementary school principals, serving in some capacity in a K-I 2 school district, but 
not as an elementary principal or school administrator. Thirteen surveys were retumed 
incomplete. Ten surveys were sent to people who had moved or were no longer working 
at the address provided by the Iowa Department of Education for the 1998- 1999 school 
year. Four hundred twenty-four surveys of six hundred ninety-four surveys were 
completed and returned (62%). One hundred seventy-eight (42%) returned were from 
m&. Two hundred forty-six (58%) were.from females. 
Sectien Two of the Survey 
In section 2 of the survey, respondents were asked to choose which of the 
following groups best described them: 
Group I : I have applied for an elementary principal position. but have never been 
offered or accepted one. 
Group 2 :  I have never applied for an elementap principal position, 
Group 3: 1 have never applied for an elementar). principal position. but am 
currently or will he seeking an elementan principal position. 
Group 4: 1 have been an elernentar) principal. but I am currently in another 
posit ion. 
( i r o u p  5 :  1 ha\.e beeo offered a1 least one clementan principalship. but did nor 
accept 
Group 6: I am currently a principal (This groups' data will be noted. but not Part 
of the study's findings). 
Males and females were disaggregated from Gmups 1-6. Table I and Figure I 
depict the number of men and women in each group and the percentage of total 
respondents. The greatest number of respondents were those individuals who had applied 
for at least one elementary principal position, but were not offered the position. The next 
largest group were those individuals who had never applied for an elementar?, principal 
position. 
Table 1 
Number of Men and Women in Each Group 
Male Female Total Percentage 
Group 1 69 1 06 175 41.0% 
Group 2 46 7 1 117 27.4% 
Group 3 8 1 1  19 4.4% 
Group 4 2 9 30 59 13.8% 
Group 5 20 12 3 2 7.5O/o 
Group 6 6 19 25 5.9% 

Section Three of the Survey 
Section 3 of the survey asked respondents to check their current position or 
employer (See Table 2 and Figure 2). The greatest number of respondents, 67%, were 
teachers. Another 10.5% were employed by an Area Education Agency. Thirteen and 
eight tenths percent of respondents checked "other" and stated their position (see 
Appendix D for complete list). 
Table 2 
Current Position/Employer 
Male Female Total Percentage 
A. Teacher 135 151 286 67O/b 
B. Higher Education 1 0 1 0.2Oi0 
C. Curriculum 2 1 I 13 3% 
D. Area Education Agency 12 33 45 10.5% 
1:. Dcpanment of Education 0 0 0 0% 
F. Other .- 33 3 7 59 13.8% 




All Groups, All Barriers 
mean 
all groups and all barriers are presented with disc"ssion 
and low Data for all youps and all baniers is included in Table 3. 
Table 3 
The data from group 6 bill be noted. but not a part of the data analysis since those 
indi, iduals are currently serving as principals and not the focus of this study. The reason 
those individuals received suweys was because their names appeared on the list from the 
lows Department of Education of people endorsed to be elementary principals in 1998- 
1999. but not serving in an administrative capacity. However, some of those people on 
the list did atwin a principalship for 1999-2000 school year but nevertheless remained on 
the 1998- 1999 fist. Their responses resulted in data from Group 6. 
Considering the weighted mean scores for all responses combined for Groups 1-5 
for each barrier (see Table 2), the lowest rated barrier was Barrier 3, "Poor administrative 
preparation at the university level" which yielded a mean score of 1.47. Next lowest was 
Barrier 6. "Lack of  information about the positive aspects of administration" with a mean 
score o f  1.95. These low mean scores indicated that these two barriers were rated 
between having no practical significance to below average significance in an individuafs' 
pitsuit of  the principalship. 
The barrier given the highest rating was Barrier 1 1 ,  "Satisfaction with current 
iob." with a mean score of 3.75. The second highest rated was Barrier 8. "Geographic 
limitations as to where you can apply for a position or are not willing to relocate." with a 
mean score of 3.30. The next highest rated was Barrier 7. "Who you know is more 
important than an individual's merit in getting hired." which resulted in a mean score of 
7.12. Muan scores fbr the other barriers for Groups 1-5 combined clumped together 
ranging from 2.23-2.76. Those barriers were seen by respondents as having less 
significance to an individual's pursuit of the principalship. 
hleon scores were then disapgregated by group. G ~ U P S  3 and 5 .  thoueh a Pan o r  
llle n\,crapc. are ,101 discussed because of the v e n  small numbers ofrespondents in 
groups. Group 6 is not discussed because those individuals are currently serving as 
principals and not the focus of this study. 
Group 1 
Group 1. the group of people who had pursued the principalship. but had never 
been offered a position, rated Barrier 3 concerning universiv preparation the lowest with 
a mean score of 1.4 1. The next lowest mean score was 1.91 for Barrier 6, "Lack of 
information about the positive aspects of adminisbation." The highest ratings differed 
from the highest ratings of all five groups combined. Group1 rated both Barrier 8, 
"Geographic limitations as to where you can apply for a position or not willing to 
relocate" and Barrier 7, "Who you know is more important than an individual's merit in 
setting hired." between average signiticance to above average significance in their 
decisions to pursue the principalship with the same mean score of 3.66. The next highest 
rating \vas given to Barrier 1 1. "Satisfaction with current job," with a mean score of 3.4 1.  
Mean scores for other barriers ranged from 2.03-2.66, meaning those barriers were 
between a little below average to a little above average practical significance to 
detemlining whether those individuals' would or would not pursue the principalship. 
Group 2 
(iroup 2. those individuals who have never applied for a principal position. 
raled Barrier 1 ,  b.Satisbction with current job." the llighest with 3 mean score o f d l  8. 
Tllis indicated viewed their satisfaction with current job as being beween 
; ~ h ( , \ . ~  average to maior significance to their pursui~ of the elementan 
principalship. This mean score was the liighest score given by both men and women for 
any barrier and by any group. 
Three other barriers were rated between average to above average significance. 
~ a r r i e r  2, "The job itself: increased expectations, responsibilities of the principal's role." 
~ i e l d e d  a mean score of 3.38. Barrier 4. "Time, balancing work and home," had a mean 
score of 3.18. Barrier 8. "Geographic limitations as to where you can apply for a position 
or  are not willing to relocate," resulted in a mean score of 3.09. 
Barrier 3, "Poor administrative preparation at the university level," had the lowest 
mean score of 1.50 indicating ratings between no or below average significance to 
respondents. The mean scores of all other barriers were rated by Group 2 between below 
average and average significance ranging from 2.05-2.67. 
Group 3 
Group 4. those individuals who had served as an elementary principal. but chose 
to leave the profession rated Barrier I 1 .  "Satisfaction with current job." the highest with a 
mean score of 3.65. Barrier 2, "The job itself: increased expectations. responsibilities of 
t l ~ c  principal's role." resulted in a mean score of 3.00. Both barriers were rated. by 
indi\,iduals who had principal experience. beween average to above average in barriers to 
tllcir returning to the principalship. 
lianirr 3.  ..Poor administrati\fe preparation at the university level." had a mean 
score (,I. I .5h and Barrier 6.  ..Lack of information about the posilive aspects of 
odlllinistmlion." llad 3 meal, score of I .R! which were the lo\+'esl rated barriers for 
in significance as a barrier to respondent's pursuit of the elementary principalship. All 
other barriers resulted in mean scores between 2.05 and 2.84 giving them a below average 
to average significance rating. 
Groups 1-5 Combined, Disaggregation by Gender 
Mean scores for each barrier for Groups 1,2, and 4 were then di~ag~mted by 
gender. Mean scores that resulted in a difference of 0.30 between ratings given to 
barriers by men and women in groups I ,  2, and 4 are noted for discussion. Groups 3 and 
5 are not discussed because of the very small numbers of respondents in those groups. 
Data from Group 6 is not discussed because those individuals are currently serving as 
principals and not the focus of this study 
There were five barriers in which the differences between the mean scores of all 
men in Groups 1-5 and the mean scores of all women in Groups 1-5 were 0.30 or greater. 
There was only one barrier of the five in which women rated the barrier as being a greater 
impediment than men to their pursuit of the elementary principalship. For Barrier 7, 
"Who you know is more important than an individual's merit in getting hired." was rated 
as 3.27 for women and 2.92 for men for a difference of 0.34. Equity in hiring was rated 
as belo\\ average to average significance as barrier for men. but rated as an average to 
above average in significance by women. 
Barriers I ,  5. 10 and I I were all rated more influential barriers to the male 
respondents' than female respondents' pursuit of the elementan principalship. fn Barrier 
: ,inp benefits, was rated 2.64 by males and 2.3 I b! females for a I .  insufficienl salan.. f 
difference of  0.33. Both men and women rated Barrier I below average to average in 
significance. 
For Barrier 5. "Lack of appreciationlrecognition:' the largest difference was found 
between all males and all females in Groups 1-5 combined. Males rated this as a more 
significant barrier with a mean score of 2.51. Women rakd this barrier 2.07 for a mean 
score difference of 0.44. Both men and women rated this barrier as below average to 
average as a barrier to the principalship. 
For Barrier 10, "Negative dealings with parents, students, staff, Board," the 
difference between the mean scores of men and women was 0.32. The mean score for 
men was 2.49 while the mean score for women was 2.1 7, falling between below average 
and average in significance as barrier to the principalship for both men and women. 
Barrier I 1 ,  "Satisfaction with current job," was the highest rated barrier for all 
men combined in Groups 1-5 and for all women combined in Groups 1-5. The mean 
score for all men in Groups 1-5 was 3.98. The mean score for all women in Groups 1-5 
was 3.59 for a difference of 0.39. Both groups rated Barrier 1 I as being average to above 
averase as a barrier to the principalship. 
Barrier 7. "Who vou know is more important than an individual's merit in gettine 
hircd." was the only difference among Groups 1-5 combined in which women rated the 
barrier as more sienificant than men. Women had a mean score of 3.17 while men had a 
Incan score of 1.93 for a difrerence of 0.34, b'omen rated this barrier as a~lerase to above 
average in  sicnifjcallcc - uthile men rated it average to below to average in significance to 
Iheir pursuit of the principalship. 
Group 1. Disaggrelzation by Gender 
In Group 1 .  those individuals who have applied for a principalship but were never 
offered a position, the biggest differences among responses of men and women were in 
recognition and equity in hiring. The mean score for men in Barrier 5, "Lack of 
appreciation and recognition." was 2.64 whereas women rated this barrier 2.15 for a 
difference of 0.49. This shows that appreciation and recognition is more of a concern for 
men than women. The opposite was true of Barrier 7, "Who you know is more imponant 
than an individual's merit in getting hired," although the same mean score difference of 
0.49 was found. Women perceived much more inequity in hiring with a mean score of 
3.85 for Barrier 7 than the mean score of 3.36 from men. This perception was also 
revealed in written data derived from survey item 13 presented later. 
There were three other barriers with a mean score difference of greater than 0.30 
all of which were of greater concern to men than women. Men rated Barrier 1 0, 
"Negative dealings with parents. students. staff. Board," as 2.29. but women rated only 
1.87 for a difference of 0.42. For Barrier 1 1 .  "Satisfaction with current job." men rated 
this barrier as 3.65 which was 0.40 higher than the women's mean score of 3.25. The 
other difference of men and women greater that 0.30 \.r.as for Barrier 1. "Insufficient 
salaryifringe benefits." Men again rated this as a greater barrier than women with a mean 
score of.?.h4. Women rated Barrier I at 2.27 with a mean score difference of 0.37. 
Group 2 ,  Disaggre~ation blf Gender 
I-or individuals in Group 2. those wllo have never applied for a principal position. 
ttlere \%ere bur harriers in which the differences between the mean scores of men and 
women was 0-30 or greater. The ereatest differences among men and women were their 
ratings 0fBarrier 5 .  "Lack of appreciation/recognition; and Barrier 7 ,  "Who you know is 
more important than an individual's merit in getting hired," both with a mean score 
difference of 0.49. However, men rated Barrier 5 as more significant to their pursuit of 
the principalship whereas women rated Barrier 7 more significant. 
Other differences between the responses of men and women in Group 2 were 
Barrier 1 1, "Satisfaction with current job," with a difference of 0.35 and Barrier I ,  
"Insufficient salarylfringe benefits" with a difference of 0.34. Both were rated by men to 
be greater barriers to their pursuit of a principal position. Differences between men and 
women greater than 0.30 common to both Group 1 and Group 2 were Barrier 1,  
"Insufficient salary/fringe benefits," Barrier 5 .  "Lack of appreciation/recognition~" and 
Barrier 1 1. "Satisfaction with current job." 
Group 4, Disaggregation bv Gender 
Group 4. individuals who had served as an elementary principal but were 
currently in another position. also had a mean wore difference of0.30 or higher between 
the responses of men and women for Barriers 5 and I I. As was true with male responses 
lor Group 1 and 1. lnen in Group 4 rated those barriers as being of greater significance to 
tllcir pursuit oltlle principalship than did women. 
Thc individuals in Group 4 had actual principal experience I t  was with this group 
tI1:it allother mnleiltn~ale mean score difference greater than 0.30 emerged that did not 
\, illr thC olllcr groups of\vtlom had no principal experience. Barrier 2 .  "Theioh itself 
illCrCilsCd eyprctallons, responsibilities Ofthe principal's role. " ~vas rated behveen 
average significance to above average significance by men with a mean score of 3-30. 
Wanen rated Barrier 2 between below average significance to average significance with 
a mean score of 2-73. The difference was 0.43 between men and \\somen. 
Another difference greater than 0.30 between men and women's mean scores that 
did not occur with an other group was in Barrier 12, "Idenrificatiodrecmihent of 
teachers as administrators." Again. men rated this as a more significant barrier than did 
women with a mean score of 2.30 to 1.83 by women for a difference of0.47. Although 
men rated identification and recruiting as average to below average significance to their 
pursuit of the principalship, women rated this barrier even lower at below average to no 
significance. 
Two other barriers resulted in mean scores greater than 0.30 between men and 
women in Group 4 that also occurred in Groups land 2 were found for Barriers 5 and f 1.  
.As was true in Group I and 2. Banier 5,  "Lack of appreciatiomireco_enition." was rated 
hieher h~ men with a mean score of 2.52 than women at 2.20 for a mean difirence of 
3 . 3 .  Group 4 data was also consistent with Groups I and 2 in that Barrier I 1 .  
'-Satisfaction with current job.'. was rated higher by men with a mean score of 3.89 to the 
%+,.nmcns' mean score of 3.43 for a difference of 0.46. 
\lean Score Differences for Individual and Combined Grows 
l s  there were meall score differences between men and women that 
crcater - than 0.-30 in Group 1, Group 2.  Gmup .( and Groups 1-5 combined [See 
30. three of sixteen differences were 
I -;I- ( lflhosc sixreen ditl.ereoces greater l h t n  0.- 
rated as having greater significance by women and thirteen were rated as having greater 
significance by men to their pursuit of the principalship. The three mean scores were 
rated higher by women were Cmup 1 and All Groups, 1-5 for Barrier 7. "Who you know 
is more important than an individual's merit in getting hired." and Group A- 7 Barrier 9, 
"Lack of support/mentoring." 
The barriers women rated higher than men were related to equity in hiring and 
getting support or guidance once they would or did attain the principalship. Men rated 
C 
specifics about the job such as pay. lack of recognition, increased expectations. negative 
interactions with people, lack of recruitment and satisfaction with their current job as 
more influential on their intentions toward the principalship. 
Although Group 5 will not be discussed, it should be noted that the largest 
difference between mean scores of the 20 men and 12 women in this group of individuals 
who were offered at least one principalship but did not accept. was Barrier 8. 
"Geographic limitations as to where you can apply for a position or are not willing to 
relocate." This barrier was a rated 3.50 by men and 3.25 by women for a mean score 
difference of 1.25. For men in this group who turned down a principal position. men 
rated geognphic limim~ions as average to above a\erage significance while women rated 
i l  a\  eragc to below average signiticancr as a barrier to the principalship. 
.I' I'cst I)a[a, Barriers 1 - 12 Gender Differences 
Six ol'tuel\,e harriers resulted in signilican~ aatistical differences (0.10. 0.05. or 
0.0 1 ) het\reen tile mean scores of men and aontrn Men rated insut?icient sala?. lack o l  
r~r.opniti(,~, Ileg;rti\jc dcnlings and satisfaction uith thcir current ioh 
significantly higher than women. Women rated unfair hiring practices and lack of 
suppodmentoring as significantly greater barriers than men to the elementary 
principalship. 
At the greatest level of statistical significance. 01, was Barrier 5 (Lack of 
appreciation/recognition) and Barrier I 1 (Satisfaction with current job). Both barriers 
were rated higher by men. This suggests that men have a greater need to be 
acknowledged for their work and contributions either publicly or by their supervisor. 
Comparing their position with their perception of being a principal. men were even more 
satisfied with their current positions in that it was the greatest barrier to their pursuit of 
the elementary principalship. 
At the confidence level of 0.05, significance was found between mean scores for 
Barrier 7 (Who you know is more important than an individual's merit in getting hired) 
and Barrier 10 (Negative dealings with parents, students...). Barrier 7 was rated higher 
by women and Barrier 10 was rated higher by men. Again, aspects of the job of being a 
principal are somewhat more undesirable to men than women. In contrast. data would 
indicate that women perceive unfair hiring practices as more of a barrier to the 
principalship than do men. 
Results of the t test revealed there was not the same level of statistical significance 
hetween the mean scores of men and women for Barrier I (Insufticient salaryibenefits) 
alld Barrier 9 (Lack of suppodmentoring). There were differences worth noting. 
t l o \ r r v r r  Barrier I was rated higher by men than women at a confidence level of 0.10. 
(I,, tllc otl,er hand, Barrier 9 was rated higher b!. women than by men. also at a 
co,llidellcc level  o f ,  10. The difTerence is not as great as other barriers. but it does 
underscore the particular importance of salary and benefits to men relative to women on 
this point and for women, the need to be supponed or mentored once hired was rated as 
more important than for men. 
Item Thirteen 
Respondents were given the opportunity to add comments or expound on any of 
the survey items. Responses fell into the following categories including "Other." 
Comments were aligned with barriers listed on the survey (See Appendix F). 
Lack of Financial Incentives 
Lack of financial incentives was one theme in which respondents expressed 
concern for little increase in pay for the number of hours. One respondent stated, "The 
pay is so poor compared to [master's degree] plus 30 hours.. . less hours teaching. less 
hours on the job.. . l am not willing to go to a smaller district where the pay is less.. .." 
Another stated. "Last year I was offered a job in Iowa in a school of over 1500 students. 
the salary was $48.000. 1 currently make $43.000 ... had to travel I50 miles in district a 
week without mileage pay.. .had to give up 130 sick days and work a 240 day contract. 
Not worth i t  for $6.000 more!" 
Some respondents stated they would actually make less mane!, in taking an 
administrative position. 'Need more pay to lure teachers away from teaching. During the 
5 "cars I was an elementar\. pri"cipal there were several teachers who made more mone! 
l t l l a n  n l e l .  the! coached." Anofher respondent added. "I have only heen considered as a 
candid;,te i,, vcr\. district \flhere I would have to take a significant Pa! cut." 
Other in this category reflected the cost of relocating a family to take an 
administrative position was prohibitive in pursuing a principalship in another area. "As a 
teachericoach of 30 years, my wife has an excellent income. Relocation would mean a 
severe loss of income." One respondent stated, "Money is not Ce  top priority for me. but 
1 really don't want to take a pay cut. Principals work too hard." 
Negative Feelinps About the Job of Elementaw Princioal 
Another theme reflected in responses to Item 13 was the negative feelings about 
the job of the elementary principal. "To me there are way too many negatives about 
being a principal that are not challenged by positive aspects." Another respondent stated. 
"As it exists today, the principalship is nearly more than one person can handle. Too 
many headaches, problems, and stressors." 
The lack of time for instructional leadership was also mentioned several times. 
"Principals seem to have so many "operational duties". . .discipline. safety, special 
education.. . there is little time to devote to being an instructional leader." Also stated 
was "School principals rarely have the time to be effective instructional leaders. 
Instructional leadership is not viewed as a priorin..'' 
Discipline was a reoccurring concern among respondents. "Too much 
discipline. ..dealing with out of control students. The demands placed on elementay 
principals exceed the rewards.. . ." Time factors were also mentioned. "Time spent in 
~nretings. .   longer work year are negatives." 
() l .n l l  four hundred fiuenb-four surve!.s returned completed. n\.o comments were 
1% r,ttcl, rcgnrding u n i v e r s i ~  preparation programs. .'Adrninisrrati\e classes need Inore 
real life experiences," and "Need more training in dealing with special education" were 
the concerns expressed by respondents. 
Time Requirements Infrinqe on Family Life 
The e f f ~ t  of the role of elementary principal on family life was a concern for 
many respondents. "My family is my first priority. Today. principals have virtually no 
time for anything except their job. The demands and the expectations are too high!" 
Another respondent commented. "I don't want to spend all day at work and have night 
meetings, too. No feelings for those of us with children of our own!" 
Perception Women are Beinn Hired Because of Their Gender 
There were more comments written about unfair hiring practices than any other 
theme. Only 2 comments were made about women being unfairly hired over men. 
"Sexist barriers more apt to hire a woman over a man for the quota" and "Prejudice 
tou ard hiring ineffective women over deserving males!. . ." were stated by male 
rcspondents. 
l'erccption Men are Rcinc Hired Because of Their Gender 
1 weli'e ivomen stated that men were unfair11 hired over women with comments 
such as '-1  am not 3 'good old boy.' Even Job 1 almost got was given to a male or 
somronc w ith "connections." and "I t  is still a male dominated position. ..discrimination 
.. h rnalc administrators. 
Perception o f  Unfair Hirine Practices andlor Political Hiring 
However. there were 35 comments from respondents who perceived unfair and/or 
discriminatory hiring practices. Some included gender, but a variety of other perceived 
reasons were also stated. "It is frustrating to have a long and successhl experience in 
education, to have the support and respect of peers. to take on every extra responsibility 
requested and yet not be given the opportunity for leadership." Another respondent 
echoed sentiments of perceiving themselves as qualified. but not given the opportunity to 
be a school leader who stated, "I have two master's degrees. Who you know seems to be 
important.. .In hiring, the system does not use equitable criteria." 
The most common statement related to this theme was who you know rather than 
an individual's merit was the basis of hiring principals in Iowa. "When 1 first started 
teaching I felt merit was very important in finding a job. The longer I teach the more 1 
see  it depends on "who you know." Another respondent stated, "Who you know in the 
"club" is such a factor. You are good so you're interviewed so i t  can be said we had good 
candidates. then the predetermined person is hired. Says a lot about leadership!." 
Some respondents expressed the perception that school districts hire only from 
outside tllc district. Comments were made such as "Our district does not believe in hiring 
from within." arid "7'00 often the School Board's predetermined criteria that includes the 
requirement o f  prior experience or they have already decided that they want someone 
from outside the district to add a difkrenr outlook. This reall!, discourages staff who do 
not want lo relocate. ~1~11311!. women." 
[)iscrilllill;l~ion has  a perceived barrier for some individuals. "If you are a person 
of color ,  cha,lccs ;rrc ltlnl \!oil \ r i l l  not hc considcrcd for a job as a principal in lo\+,a." "I 
am not the right color or gender" was a comment made by another respondent. Some 
respondents perceived their age as a barrier to their being hired for an administrative 
position. "Age may be a factor though no one would ever admit to such discrimination," 
was stated by one respondent. 
Inabilitv/Unwillinn to Relocate 
Although there were only 4 comments regarding this theme, some respondents 
stated they were unwilling to relocate because of children or a spouse's job. "In my 
situation, 1 have a wife with a job that she likes, school age children that would be 
uprooted if I had to relocate'' and "Trying to stay close to [city] where my wife teaches" 
were statements expressed by respondents. 
Lack of Mentoring 
Four respondents expressed thoughts about lack of mentoring with statements like 
"Thc lack of'rnentoring a new administrator in a new position after having been a teacher 
is a concern." "A mentor would have been extreme1 helpful." sugpested a former 
principal 
Satishction M'ith Current Job 
-- 
Five respondents expressed contentmenr u i t h  rhrir current positions with 
stntcnlcnrs such as. .'My biggest harrier is that I love teaching at my current grade level 
and \% i th m! currcnr staff' and administrator." 
Perception That Lack of Experience is a Barrier to Being Himd 
Some respondents felt they were not given a chance because of their lack of 
administrative experience. "Hiring boards/individuals do not look at the "whole 
package" when hiring.. . .Experience is good but that doesn't always translate to a good 
leader. As the crunch gets tighter, it will behoove Boards to hire leaders, be they 
secondary or special education experienced, rather than "good old boys andlor girls." 
Iowa will only continue to fall behind without visionaries fookmg to Iowa's future, not 
her glory days past!" Another respondent added, "They all want experience and the last 
place 1 applied told me the teachers didn't want a woman principal!" 
Other 
Respondents comments included they were nearing retirement. Therefore rhey 
were not interested in a principalship. Some said they wanted to be an assistant principal 
tirst. but there were few of those types of positions. Others expressed not being the 
"right cpe"  to be a principal. 
Item Founeen 
Sunlc? item I4 asked respondents how they created their perception of the 
ekmrntan principalship. The greatest influence on respondents' perception ofthe job of 
;In clementarv principal. with a mean score of 4.6. came from ohscr~ ing principals {see 
-1 nhlc J alld 1:igllre -? 1. Rrspondmls' ratings indicaled "Principals: Direc~ Ohsen a~ion" 
2. hr- lue~n ul-,o~c avorqr 10 major sigt~ificnnrr to their prccption uf-fhc r!ernentaq 
principalship. With a mean score of 3.6, "Other teachersicolleagues'. was the next 
greatest influence rated as average to above average to respondents7 perception of the 
elementary principalship. Other items were rated below average to average. 
Although there were some mean score differences among each group. they all 
rated "Principals, Direct observation" as the biggest influence and "Other 
teacher/colleagues" as next in significance to their perceptions of the elementary 
principalship. "Professional organizations," "Professional publications,'' and "College 
professors," were all rated lower. Several items were written in as "Other," (see 
Appendix G). 
Table 4 
Respondents' Perception of Elementary Principalship 
Groups I - 3 3 4 5 6 Total 
A .  Professional organizations 2.1 1.8 2.3 2.4 1.8 2.1 2.0 
8. Prolkss~onal publications 2.4 2 .0  3.6 2.3 1.9 2.5 2.2 
C. College professors 3.0 2.3 3.1 2.7 2.2 3.0 2.7 
I). Principals: Direct ohsenlation 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.6 




Item 15 asked respo~dents to rate items that motivated them to attain the 
elemenray principal endorsement. There are variations in mean scores among groups, but 
each group rated "Make a positive difference for students and teachers" as being the most 
significant factor in their choice to attain the elementary principal endonement. ~h~ total 
mean score for Groups 1-5 was 4.5 (see Table 5 and Figure 4) which is above average to 
major significance to their motivation in obtaining the elementary principal endorsement. 
Each individual group also rated this reason in the same range. 
In Group 1. those individuals who applied for a principal position, but were not 
offered one rated three items as being above average to major significance in their 
attainment of the elementary principal endorsement. "Making a positive difference for 
students and teachers", "Desire to be the leader of an elementay school," and "Develop 
leadership skills'' had mean scores between 4 and 5. "Status of the position. More 
prestige." "Enhance job opportunities but not serve as an elementary principal," and 
"Movc up  on the pay scale in my current position" all ranked lowest for Group 1. With 
mean scores between 2.3 and 2.9. these items were viewed as below averase to average 
significance to obtaining the elementary principal endorsement. One other item. "More 
m o n c  ," had 3 mean score of 3.1 rating it between average and above average to 
rllotivation in attaining the elementan principal ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ m e n t .  
In (iroup 2, those individuals who had never applied for an elementar). principal 
lllrru \rere some difference henbeen this group's reasons foranainine the 
clemcnmr\ endorsenlent and those of Group 1 .  Althoufll this !Youp rated. 

Group 2 rated ''Desire to be the leader of an elementary schoolw as 3.1 whereas 
Group 1 rated it as 4.5. Group 2 viewed leading an elementary school as only averape to 
above average in significance to acquiring the elementay principal endorsement. The 
intentions of People in Group I were clearly greater that those in Group 2 to actually 
pursuing the principalship. 
The other difference relating to an individual's intentions toward the principalship 
was found in differences between the mean scores for "Enhance job opportunities, but not 
serve as  an elementary school principal." Group 1 rated this as below average to average 
with a mean score of 2.6. In contrast, Group 2 rated this item as average to above average 
with a mean score of 3.5. Again, this shows that the intentions in the pursuit of the 
elementary principalship were different upon entering university programs. 
Group 4, those individuals who actually senled as principals, but were currently in 
another position. had mean scores that were very similar to individuals in Group 1.  who 
had also pursued the principalship, although they were not hired. Respondents rated 
"Make a positive difference for students." "Desire to be the leader of an e l emen ta~  
school." and "Develop leadership skills" between above average significance to major 
significance with mean scores of 4.0-4.6. Enhance job opportunities. statusiprestige. and 
incrcascd earnings were rated between belotv a\,erage to a\.erage significance with mean 
scores fiom 2.0-2.7. 
()vrrall. respondents who pursued the elementary principal endorsement were not 
as interested 111 Inone!. status or prestige. The! senerally pursued the eiementa~?~' 
principalsllip cndorscmcnt to he a school leader. make a positive difference tbr students 
t,sactIcrs, and to dCvciop leadership skills. Respondents also had the o~por tun i t~  10 
write in other factors that motivated them to attain the elementary principal endorsement 
(See Appendix H for complete list). 
Discussion 
The focus of the data analysis resulted from the data provided by three groups: 
those that want to be principals. but have not been offered a job (Group I) ;  those that 
have never applied for a principal job (Group 2) and those that have been principals, but 
have since left the principalship (Group 4). The survey was sent to the entire population 
of individuals endorsed to be an elementary principal. Seven hundred four surveys were 
sent with 424 completed and returned. Fifty-eight percent were from women and 42% 
were from men. Sixty-one percent of men and 60% of women who were sent surveys 
completed and returned the survey. The majority of people in Iowa endorsed to be 
principals. 67%. were serving as teachers. As was evident from the data, perception of 
the elementary principalship was mostly gleaned from principals the respondents had 
known or observed on the job. 
Overall. respondents in the study who completed the elementary principal 
cndorsement were not as interested in money. status or prestige. They generally pursued 
the elernentan, principalship to be a school leader. make a positive difference for students 
and teachers. and to develop leadership skills according to data from respondents. These 
findings ageed with the literature which essentially states that the opportuni~ to serve in 
the role as instructional leader and work closel! with constituents makes school 
at the elementan le\.el more desirable than at an). other level of 
adnlinistrdtic,n ( LlcAJams. 1998: hloore. 1999). 
This stud!' sought to find out from whom or what respondents formed their 
perception o f  the principalship which is the basis of their determination whether or not to 
pursue the job of  principal. Individuals endorsed to be principals formed their own 
perception of the principalship through their work with principals (NESDEC, 1988). 
in this sfudy formed their perception of the principalship from other 
principals they had worked with or observed which was evident by a mean score of 4.6 
for groups 1-5 combined. The next biggest influence on their perception of the 
principalship was other teachers/colleagues which yielded a mean score of 3.6. 
Concerning barriers to the elementary principalship from items 1 - 12 on the 
survey, the barrier that rated the highest for those that had never applied for a job, those 
that had been principals, but the left the position, and all groups, 1-5, combined was 
Barrier I 1 ,  "Satisfaction with current job." Individuals endorsed to be principals are 
mostly teachers or counselors according to Barker ( 1996). With the increasing workload. 
time demands. longer work week. stress and lack of student contact. endorsed individuals 
such as teachers and counselors viewed school administration as undesirable when 
cornpared to their current position (McAdams. 1998: Restine. 1997: Sa\:ory & Detiuk. 
I 986). lndi\.iduals are remaining in the field of education and like what the! do which 
ccsuntiall! is barrier to their pursuit of the principalship (Anderson. 1988: Barker. 1996: 
I , ,  6 )  The negative aspect is the potential lack of future administrators willing 
to lill the posi t ions  ofthose from or iea\?inp school administration (Educational 
Research Ser\ice. 1991). 
!Is a.as i n  the litmmure is true in this stud!'. Respondents \yere m@stl)' 
,c,,chcrs sl, t j  c~ ,onsc~urs  \rhL>sc biggest barrier to the principalship their satisfaction 
with their current position. The positive aspect of this finding is that they chose to serve 
in the field education. The negative aspect is the potential lack of future administrators 
willing to fill the positions of those retiring from or leaving school administration. 
In addition to satisfaction with one's current job compared to the principalship, 
the lack o f  financial incentives to move from a job such as teaching to school 
administration is also a barrier to individuals' pursuit of the principalship (Educational 
Research Service. 1988; Jordan. McCauley, & Comeaux. 1994; McAdams. 1998; NAESP 
Online, 1998; School Administrators of Iowa. 1997). The pay increase between an 
experienced teacher and a beginning principal of about $6,000 after taxes is not enough of 
a financial incentive to leave an individual's current position (McAdams, 1998). This is 
particularly true if the endorsed individual is part of a dual income family or supplements 
hisiher income in some way such as coaching. Salary and benefits for principals at all 
levels must be reconsidered to attract new principals and retain current principals. Data 
from this study partially supports the literature in that this study found individuals do not 
obtain an elementary principal endorsement for monetary reasons. However. the lack of 
financial incentive is a barrier to pursuing the principalship according to respondents in 
this study. 
Other data wonh notine is the number of respondents who indicated unfair hiring 
practices were a barrier to their pursuit of the principalship. Barrier 7. "Who you knou is 
more important than an individuals merit in getting hired." and written comments on Item 
13. b ' l . o ~ ~ i n g  at the list of barriers. is there anything you would like to add?" were 
reflective ofthis \.ieu,. There was a strong perception by study respondents that the 
exists lows. AS is described in research, sometimes who you knou is as 
much or  more imponant than leadership potential (Baron, 1990; Baltzell and Dentler, 
I 983). 1f unfair hiring is coupled with geographic limitations. a potential principal may 
never have the opportunity for educational leadership. According to the literature. 
~ r a c t i c e s  for hiring school administrators need to be reviewed, a finding that was 
corroborated in this study. 
Another barrier rated highest by those that had applied for at least one 
principalship. but not offered the position (Group I) and the second highest rated barrier 
for all groups, 1-5, combined was Barrier 8, "Geographic limitations ...." Two income 
families are less mobile than a family in which there is one breadwinner. Even if the 
spouse would receive a significant increase in pay by taking a principalship. the 
geographical move could cause a severe financial loss to the family should the other 
spouse not be able to find a job in the new location (McAdams, 1998). Sentiments 
expressed by study respondents and data from the survey supports the geographic 
limitations discussed in the literature. 
Although a common perception may be that limitations as to where one can apply 
for a principal position are more of a barrier for women than men (NESDEC. 1988'). this 
slud!.'s findings do  not support that notion. Among those that had applied. but were not 
offered a principalship (Group I ), those that had never applied (Group 2 )  and those no 
Ionecr serving as principals (Group 4). men and women rated this barrier almost exactly 
l[lc same includillg a l l  I -5. combined. The greatest difference in mean scores was 
0.04 it1, men rating ..aeouaphic C C limitations" as a greater barrier to the principalstlip. 
 TI,,^ dnt:, the that the male is the breadwinner and '\.omen are the ones 
gcngmph,ci,lly limilcd b \  ~l,rir husband's Careefi (NESDECi This 
a 
better understanding of the population of endorsed individuals in Iowa not serving as 
principals. 
principal preparation programs, it was clear from the literature that 
Programs at the u n i v e r s i ~  level need to focus more on real life challenges of the 
principalship (Barker, 1996). If an individual completes an administrative preparation 
program feeling i l l  prepared to serve as a school principal, helshe may not pursue a 
~rincipalship.  T o  be better prepared to serve as principal in an ever changing and more 
demanding educational climate, a blend of theory and practice is necessary (Johnson. 
1 992). Universities must reevaluate their traditionally theory-based principal preparation 
programs and focus more on real life application (Blankenship, 1989). 
Although comments from two respondents are reflective of these views, the mean 
scores from respondents in this study rated this barrier as having behveen no significance 
and below average significance to their pursuit of the elementary principalship. I t  was the 
lowest rated barrier among items 1 to 12 on the sunrey for all groups. Therefore. findings 
from this study partially supports the literature in that preparation programs need to be 
more relevant to the dav to day occurrences in the principalship. What is not supported 
from the data in this study was that university preparation programs were of much 
significance to respondents' decision to pursue or not pursue the principalship. 
There were 5 barriers to the principalship that were cited in research which were 
rated tllc lo\rfest respondents in this stud! and as belour average significance to their 
pursL,it the principalship: Barrier 5 .  Lack of appreciationirecof nit ion: Barrier 6.  Lack 
infhrnlation the positive aspects ot3adrninistrallon: Barrier 9. Lack of  
5 i l p p o n / n l e n t o r i n r ;  L Banier 10. Negative dealings with parents. students. staft: U@a.ard: 
Barrier 12. Identificatiodrecruitment of teachers as administraton. Although these 
barriers are cited in research, the data in this study reveals that they have some, although 
little influence on an endorsed individual's decision whether or not to pursue the 
principalship. 
Concerning appreciation and recognition for a their efforts and achievements, 
principals stated that recognition and status were not important (Whitaker, 1996). 
However, Whitaker and Friesen and Sarros (1987) found principals do need to be 
recognized and are frustrated when they go unrecognized for their efforts. Lack of 
appreciation or recognition (Barrier 6) was found to be a predictor of burnout for 
principals (Friesen & Sarros). Central office staff and School Board members should 
recognize principals' efforts and achievements (Whitaker). 
Lack of information about the positive aspects of administration, Barrier 6. was 
listed by School Administrators of Iowa (1997) as an area in which more public relations 
efforts are needed. However. in item fourteen of the survey, respondents' biggest 
influence on their perception of the elementary principalship was actually working with 
or observing principals on the job, not brochures or advertisements. 
Barrier 9, lack of supportimentoring. is cited in research as a barrier to the pursuit 
of  the principalship (Dussault & Bamen. 1996: Miklos. 1988: School Administrators of 
Iowa. 1997). School administrators need the opponuniry to share concerns. issues. and 
problems (New England School Development Council. 1988). Mentors also assist new 
principals in  coping with professional isolation and the process of socialization into 
school administration circles (Dussauli & Bamen. 1996: Miklos. 1988). The benefits of 
tllc inenloring relationship are shared with tbe mentor as well as the nlentee (Ze!'. 1988). 
Mentors get the chance to reflect and develop a potentially life long friendship with the 
protege. According to Daresh (1995). the university community needs to take an active 
role in facilitating a mentoring program for students in their principal preparation 
program. 
Negative dealings with students, parents, staff and the Board of Education. Barrier 
I 0, was another barrier to the pursuit of the principalship (Restine, 1997; Barker, 1996). 
Among the many groups or individuals that place demands on principals, each thinks 
their demand is most important (Moore, 1999). The result of the constant demand is a 
less effective leader (Borg & Riding, 1993). 
Barrier 12, the lack of identification/recruitment of teachers as administrators or 
the lack of. has been an influence on endorsed individuals seeking to attain the 
principalship. Traditionally in education, recruiting qualified individuals for leadership is 
just not done (Goodlad, 1983, as cited in NAESP Online, 1998). In a nationwide study. 
only one fourth of 300 school districts had any type of aspiring administrators program. 
According to Jordan, McCauley. and Comeaux ( 1  994) recruiting should start as early as 
high school. Literature stressing the instructional leadership facet of the principalship 
should be provided to potential elementary principals. According to School 
Administrators of lowa (1997), this lack of recruitinp effort has contributed to a principal 
shortage in Iowa. 
Data from this stud\- also revealed some differences among different groups of 
respondents. Respondents in Group I .  those who applied. but were not offered a 
princip:llship and those in Group 2 .  individuals who had never applied for a principalship. 
l,;,d dimrcnces ill \+,hic\) rcspondcnt~ in Group ? rated barriers much higher than 
73 
Group were Barrier 2. the job of principal (0.72 higher) and Barrier 4, time and 
balancing work and home (0.76 higher). The time demands and personal cost to family 
life results in individuals leaving the profession or choosing not to pursue the 
principalship (Barker, 1996; Duke, 1988, Restine, 1997; and Whitaker, 1996). The roles 
and responsibilities of the elementary principal have been increased to a 55-60 hour work 
week (McAdams. 1998). The added work and longer hours have resulted in more stress 
and greater turnover among educational administrators as compared to administrators in 
other fields (Barker, 1996). Time requirements of school administration need to be 
reconsidered because it works as a barrier to the pursuit of the principalship. The only 
greater barrier for this group was #I  1, "Satisfaction with current job," which may be 
reflected in respondents' perception of the principalship as compared to their current 
position. 
Related to the data from Group 2, those who had never applied for a job, 
respondents in Group 4. those individuals who had been principals but left to work in 
some other area of education, also rated Barrier 2. "The job itself.. ." and "Satisfaction 
\I ith current position." as the biggest barriers to their return to the principalship. 
Considering this group of people has senred as a principal. the data indicates that unless 
[he job of principal changes. they will not likely return to the principalship. The job of 
the prillcipal is less desirable than other positions in education and unsatisfactory enough 
that are l e a \ t i n r  . the principalship and finding greater satisfaction in other positions 
(Uarker. 1996: Duke, 1988, Savory 6r Detiuk. 1986: Restine. 1997: and H'hitaker. 1996). 
i\ccording to llle research and the data from this stud)'. the .job itself. of principal must be 
rcconfiaured - I(, rcflcct more realistic expectations ofthe position. 
Overall. the data from this study indicates that the biggest influence from which 
respondents form their ideas about being an elementary school principal was from 
principals they have worked with or observed. Other teachers or colleagues were the next 
biggest influence. Respondents were most influenced to earn an elementary principal 
endorsement in Iowa because they desired to be the head of an elementary school, to 
develop leadership skills and because they wanted to make a positive difference for 
students and teachers. 
Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The goal of this study was to find out why individuals in lowa who had obtained 
an elementary principal endorsement and were serving in some aspect of K- I 2  education 
are not senring as elementary school principals or school administrators. The intent was 
to find out what barriers, cited in literature. were or were not influencing endorsed 
individuals' pursuit of the elementary principalship and the degree to which the barriers 
were of  influence. The researcher also sought to find out specifics about the endorsed 
population in Iowa including the number of endorsed men and women, their intent toward 
applying or attaining a principalship, and their current position. 
In addition, the study also intended to find out from what or whom individuals 
based their perception of the principalship, the basis for their decision of whether or not 
the principalship would suit them. Another aim of the study was to find out why or what 
initially motivated individuals to secure the elementary principal endorsement. 
Individuals were also given the opportunity to provide additional comments resarding 
barriers to the principalship. This study provided local district administrarors and policy 
makers with data that will assist them in reformulating policy and practice that ma)- 
increase the p robabi l i~  of attracting more and higher quality candidates for elementap 
print ipal openings. 
TIle information sought in this study was eathered using a surve!. questionnaire. 
The sumey was sell1 to indi\.iduals in lowa who were endorsed as elementar) principals. 
but serving in some aspect of K-12 education other than the principalship or school 
administration. Names and work addresses ofthese individuals were provided by the 
Iowa Department of Education. A cover letter explaining the research study was sent 
with the survey instrument. A pilot study with 20 individuals was conducted fust which 
resulted in changes to the survey instrument. The data from the pilot study was not used 
in the data analysis of the larger study. The h a 1  survey questionnaire and survey 
instrument was then sent to 704 individuals who met the researcher's criteria for 
participation. The response rate was 62%. 
Once the surveys were returned, the researcher tallied responses by section and 
item number. A percentage was figured for sections 1,2, and 3. A mean score was 
figured for Items 1 - 12, 14 and 15. Mean scores were disaggregated by response to 
section 1 (gender) and section 2 (intent toward the principalship). The focus of the data 
analysis was responses from those individuals who had applied for a principalship, but 
were never offered one. those individuals who had never applied for a principalship and 
those individuals who had been principals, but had since left to work in another area of 
education. The data was then analyzed for mean score differences among groups and 
among Inen and women. Written responses in Item 13 were recorded and grouped by 
general themes. 
The data from the survey revealed that the majority of respondents had either 
applied for a principal position. but were not offered one (4l?/o) or had never applied for a 
principal position (27.4%). Another 13.8% had been principals. hut left the position. Of 
the indii iduals who returned a completed sut-ve). the mqiorin.. 67%. were teachers. 
, no the r  I mO,o worked for an Area Education .Agency. Mean scores showed that 
respondents' ideas concerning the principalship came mostly from principals they have 
worked with or observed (4.6) or from other teachers/colleagues (3.6). They obtained the 
elementary principal endorsement because they wanted make a positive difference for 
teachers and students (4.5), had a desire to lead an elementary school (4.1) and wanted to 
develop leadership skills (4.0). 
blean scores emanating from respondents' ratings of 12 possible barriers listed on 
the survey acknowledges that satisfaction with one's job and geographic limitations as to 
where one can/would apply are the biggest barriers to the principalship for endorsed 
respondents not serving as principals. However, little can be done about those barriers. 
Perceived unfair hiring practices (Who you know is more important than an individual's 
merit in getting hired), time, the job itself, and insufficient salarylbenefits ranked next 
highest in that order although there was mean score variation among groups and gender. 
The lowest rated barriers, from lowest barrier, were as follows: university preparation 
programs: lack of information about the positive aspects of school administration; lack of 
suppodmenroring; lack of appreciation/reco~nition: negative dealings with parents. 
students. Board; and identificatiodrecruiment of kachers as dministrators. 
Conclusions 
I .  Several imponant barriers to the elementam principalshiv could be affected by 
(a)  insufficient salary and benefits: (b) the job itself; (c) time requirements: and 
(d) hiring practices. 
Respondents in this study felt the salary and benefits for the job of principal were too 
low for the job responsibilities, time requirements, and small difference between the 
salary o f  a teacher with experience and a beginning principal. A longer work day. longer 
work year, less student contact and required attendance at nighttime meetings or activities 
is not appealing to those endorsed individuals who are satisfied with their current position 
and for whom a "reasonable balance" between home life and work is important. It is not 
surprising that "Satisfaction with current job" was the highest rated barrier when the 
responses of all study participants were combined. Those that had pursued the 
elementary principalship, but not offered a position, felt that hiring practices were unfair 
and based on the "buddy system'' or who you know rather than merit. 
2. There were also barriers that appeared to be intractable from a po]icv p e r s ~ e ~ t i ~ ~ :  
( a )  satisfaction with current wsition, (b) geographic limitations. 
S:~tisfaction with oneas current position alas the highest rated barrier to pursuing a 
principalship. Respondents were hesitant to pursue a position that may not be as 
desirable as [heir current position with which they were satisfied. In reeard to geographic 
]jmilalion, both lnen and women were unwilling to relocate a famil) for reasons such as 
loss income. uprooting school-aged children. or a spouse that liked hisher 
(,\vn job, Tllis was a lligher rated barrier for r ~ e n  than 
3 .  Practicing principals were the biggest influence on the perception each had formed 
of the ~rincipalship. 
Study participants were asked how they had created their perception of the e lemen~ry  
~r incipalship  to determine whether they would or would not pursue the job of elementary 
principal. Respondent's own experience in working with or observing principals was 
rated the highest. lnformation from professional organizations or publications or college 
professors was not as influential as their own direct experience. Other perception 
forming factors written by respondents included the community, conversations with 
professionals outside of education, a family member or friend employed as a principal and 
filling in for o r  past experience as a principal. 
4. Individuals in this study were internallv and ethically motivated to attain the 
elementary principal endorsement so that thev could increase their capacity to make a 
d I fference. 
Study participants were asked what factors motivated them to attain the elementary 
principal endorsement and to rate each one. From the written data and the mean scores. it 
was evident that individuals who pursue and complete the elementar? principal 
endorsement in Iowa do so because they want to be an educational leader and serve 
students and teachers. More money. more status or prestige. and enhancing their own 
job opponunities were rated as much less important in their reasoning. Wrinen comments 
these and other reasons such as the desire to increase student achievement. an 
interosl  huildiIIl? or district educational issues. and encouragement b! others to attain an 
clcmenr;~ry principal endorsement. 
5. Gender politics in hiring is alive and well in Iowa. 
The only barrier women rated higher than men was difficulry in getting hired. 
Comparing mean score differences greater than 0.30 between men and women, who you 
know rather than an individual's merit is more important to getting hired [as a principal] 
was ~erce ived  as  a greater barrier by women than men. Written comments were also 
reflective of this perception. 
Implications & Recommendations For Policy and Practice 
1 .  The s a l a ~  and benefits for a beginning principal compared to that of a teacher are not 
enough to compel an individual to leave teaching and take on a principalship that 
requires a 55-60 hour work week, more stress and a longer work year. The financiaf 
incentives were also inadequate if the income of one spouse is lost because the 
educator must make a geographic move to assume a principalship. When compared 
to administrative positions in other fields, educational administration was lower paid. 
The data and written comments indicated that the salary and benefits of school 
administration suggested that the area of salary mipht be explored to entice endorsed 
indi\,iduals to leave their current position for the e l emenw principalship. 
A s  a starling point. a professional school administrator organization such as S-21 
could uorh uith the Department of Education to develop an administrati\ r pa! model 
based on j ob  responsibilit ics and higher degrees earned bc!ond the master's degree. 
-1 d:ltahosc of.adnliniStr:lt i r  s;llsries in  Iowa should he de\.eloped and made easil! 
available to current and prospective principals. SAI would be a logical purveyor of 
this information. 
2 .  There is a distinct Perception among endorsed individuals in Iowa that hiring 
practices are sometimes based more on who a person knows rather than an 
individual's merit. Professional organizations such as SAI or the Depament  of 
Education need to communicate to hiring personnel in local districts about the 
attributes of an effective school administrator. A hiring rubric could be developed 
that assists school districts in determining their specific administrative needs before 
candidate applications are screened. Rubric information/ratings could be used to offer 
feedback to candidates who were interviewed, but not chosen for the position. 
3 .  The job of school principal needs to be restructured including the amount of time and 
the amount of responsibilities expected from local School Boards and communities. 
More and more responsibilities are added which are especially overwhelming to 
administrators in small school districts which have onl!. two or three administrators to 
share the tremendous workload. Some examples are the facilitation and management 
01. Phase I i I  money. Continued School lmprovement Plan and all of it's requirements. 
standards and benchmarks (writing. implementing. monitoring. erc. ). staff 
development, grant writing and a plethora of distr ic~s~tdfederal  programs. Night 
evening eaprctalions must also he reconsidered. Teachers are qualified to 
,.,,pen.ise acli\.itics and could be paid extra on a volunteer basis to do so. 
4. Mentoring Program: Data indicated that the lack of supPo* or mentoring is not as 
influential to one's decision whether or not to become a principal as are eight other 
barriers of the twelve listed on the survey. However, the mentor may be able to 
reassure and answer questions an individual as heishe is making decisions about the 
~rincipalship as a career. A mentoring program should be part of the principal 
m reparation program or facilitated by a professional administrative organization such 
as School Administrators of Iowa. The mentor should be someone who is experienced 
and well respected by the university or professional community. The mentor should 
not be someone in the same school district as the person being mentored. The protege 
should be exposed to leadership styles beyond hisher own school district. Also, there 
is literature that suggests a mentoring program will help to retain individuals once 
they become principals. 
5. Negative dealinss with students, parents, Board. and staff is the nature of working 
with diverse groups of people. However. school Boards may need to be educated as 
to what their appropriate role is in relation to the job of school administrators. 
Supen,isors need to provide suppon and encouragement when principals are faced 
\\ ilh unpleasant people and situations. Mentoring or peer coaching would provide a 
source ofsuppon and a forum for which those problems could be addressed with 
another administrator 
. :\IthoLlgh this slud! depicts the lack of appreciation and recognition as having little 
~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  on an individunl'c decision whether or not to beconlc a principal. the 
literature does support recognition as important, especially in helping to counter 
~r inc ipa l  burnout. Local school districts, professional administrative organizations. 
and Departments of Education should continue or implement procedures to identify 
and recognize exemplary principals. 
7. From the respondent's comments and literature, it is apparent that university 
preparation programs should include some real life application and a mentoring 
experience. However, the data from the survey shows that the preparation to be a 
principal that individuals received at the university level has little to do with why they 
do  or do not choose to pursue the principalship. Policy changes in this area may be 
* 
meritorious, but they would appear to have little impact on the number and qualie of 
administrator applications. 
8. The data from the survey revealed that individuals form their ideas about the 
principalship From principals they have observed or known and therefore make 
decisions based on that perception. The data also showed that public relations efforts 
aimed at communicating positive information regarding the principalship has little 
influence on an individual's decision whether or not to become a principal. In other 
words, what they see and hear in propaganda has linle influence on their ideas about 
[he principalship in comparison to what they've observed- 
TIla, is not to  imp!\ that there is no merit in communicating positive messages to 
individtlals, main]\ teachers. about school administration. Perhaps that information 
will be a catalyst for an individual to further investigate school administration as a 
career or enlighten someone living in a small town who has limited knowledge 
knowing only one principal for several yean. However, in review of all data gleaned 
from this study, public relations efforts should not be a major focus of change. Also. 
principals being the biggest influence on endorsed individual's perception of the 
principalship should be sure they are positive in their words and actions concerning 
the principalship. 
9. Professional organizations, school administrators, and university instructors should 
work to identify and recruit quality individuals for the principalship. Although 
identification and recruitment of respondents in this study was not as influential as 
many other barriers, individuals who never considered they might be excellent 
educational leaders. may rethink the principalship. Professional organizations and 
local school districts could work together to determine an effective principal profile to 
assist teachers and counselors in making an informed decision about the principalship. 
This profile would also help local school districts and universities to identif?. 
indi\,iduals who be encouraged to become school administrators. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
I. Literature suggests that administrator shortages are looming in many states and at 
different levels of school administration. The focus of this study was the elementary 
principalship in Iowa. Research studies at the elementary level and secondary levels 
in other states would contribute to the knowledge on a national level concerning the 
number of individuals endorsed to be principals and their intent toward school 
administration as a career. This includes a study be done for secondary school 
administrators in Iowa. 
2 .  Literature and data from this study reveals salary and benefits are inadequate, 
particularly in motivating an endorsed individual to move from hisher current 
position to the principalship. A study is needed that compares salary, benefits and 
other incentives offered to school administrators in other states. A comparison to 
administrative jobs in other fields with similar responsibilities would also be 
beneficial in determining just compensation. 
Round table sessions with acting principals and prospective principals would also 
provide valuable information as to what types of compensation would entice 
individuals to pursue the principalship or remain in their current role as a school 
administrator. The data from such a study combined with research on the principal's 
role in an effective scliool should be provided to Iowa State Legislatures with the goal 
of increasing school fund~ng to compensate school administrators. 
3.  The data and written comments from this study calls for additional data concerning 
hiring practices for school administrators in Iowa. In-depth interviews with those 
individuals that wanted and pursued principal jobs but had not been hired would be 
most informative. This data could provide a better understanding of the perception 
who you know is more important than merit in getting hired as a principal or unfair 
hiring practices. Questions about application and interview procedures would be 
useful data for future applicants and school district personnel responsible for hiring 
principals. 
This data may also help determine if hiring practices are inconsistentlunfair or if the 
individuals not getting jobs are lacking in some area such as interpersonal skills or 
knowledge of best practices in education, etc. A study related to this topic would be 
to determine which people were not getting jobs because of a lack of administrative or 
social skills and which experienced discrimination. 
4 .  Time is revealed in literature and in this study's data to be a concern and. for some 
endorsed individuals. an impediment to the elementary principalship. A study to 
dcterrnine job responsibilities and the time allowed to do them compared with actual 
time spent on the job with a time audit is needed information. 
Anotlier option would he to ask principals what they would want to gi\,e up in order 
10 make [hcirioh a good balance. This data would be valuable in determining the 
number of administrators needed in a ~choo l  district and reasonable amount of 
responsibility given by supervisory personnel and/or School Boards. 
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Appendix A 
Survey Cover ~ G e r l ~ e t t e r  of Transmittal 
Survey of Professionals in Iowa 
with an Elementary School Administrator Endorsement 
School Administrators of lowa 
P.O. Box 65578 
West Des Moines. IA 50265-0578 
Dear Educator. 
There is a leadership crisis in the state of lowa. We are facing a serious shornge of 
individuals pursuing the elementary principalship. You have been identified by the Iowa 
Department of Education as one of approximately 700 people in the state of lowa who 
have eamed an elementary administrative endorsement, but are not currently serving as 
an elementary principal. Your response to this survey is critical because we a re  trying to 
find out why individuals in Iowa, who have eamed an elementary administrative 
endorsement. are not employed as an elementary principals. 
The results of this study will be used to determine if changes need to be made in principal 
preparation programs, what barriers exist to an individual's pursuit of the principalship, 
and what factors would entice someone to pursue the principalship. Results of  the survey 
will be available by request to email address alaing@norwalk.kl2.ia.us. 
When reporting survey results. your individual responses will be kept confidential. The 
only individual that will have access to the completed surveys will be Anne Sullivan 
Laing. Surveys will be kept for 5 years at 17393 Hazelwood Court. Clive. Iowa for the 
purpose of recalculating numbers. etc. should a question arise concerning the data. 
Surveys are numbered so that follow-up reminder cards may be sent. if necessan . 
Your completion of the survey is voluntary. There are no consequences for n o t  
participating in this research study. However. we would greatly appreciate the valuable 
and important feedback you could provide by completing the enclosed survey by 
Tuesda? . Jan. I 1.2UOU. Please return the completed survey in the addressed. stamped 
envelope provided or fax it to SAI at 5 15!134-3371. 
If you have an!, questions or concerns. please contact Dr. P e m  Johnston. Drake 
Academic Advisor. at 5 1 5 /21  1-3726 or Anne Sullivan Lainp at 5 15267-8881- Thank 
you for your time and assistance! 
Sincerely. 
Marcus J .  I-laack 
Associate Executive Director 
School Administrators of lowa 
Anne Sulli\lan Laing 
Doctoral Student 
1)rake I lniversi~ 
Appendix B 
Survey Cover Letter. Pilot Study 
Survey of Professionals in lowa 
- - 
with Elementary School Administrator Certification 
I Pilot Study 
School Administrators of Iowa 
P.O. Box 65578 
West Des Moines. IA 50265-0578 
Dear Educator, 
There is a leadership crisis in the state of lowa. We are facing a serious shortage of 
individuals pursuing the elementary principalship. There are approximately 1,100 
people in the state of lowa who are certified to be elementary principals and are involved 
in some aspect of K- 12 education, but not the principalship. 
You have been identified by the Iowa Department of Education as having an elementary 
administrative endorsement. but are not currently serving as an elementary principal. 
Your response to this survey is critical because we are trying to find out why individuals 
in Iowa, who have earned elementary administrative certification, are not employed as an 
elementary principal. Also. we would greatly appreciate your feedback on the clarity 
and ease of use of the survey instrument, itself. since this is a pilot study. Please mark 
any items that you think are unclear or confusing. 
When reporting survey results, your individual responses will be kept confidential. 
Surveys are numbered so that follow-up reminder cards may be sent. if necessan.. The 
results of this study will be used to determine if changes need to be made to principal 
preparation programs. what barriers exist to an individual's pursuit of the principalship. 
and ~vhat  factors would entice someone to pursue the principalship. 
Please complete the enclosed survey by Wednesday. Oct  6. 1999 and return it  in the 
stamped envelope provided or fax it to SAI at 5 15:2?4-3372 or to Anne Sullivan Lainp at 
5 151256-7823. 
Thank you for your time and assistance! 
Sincerely. 
Marc Waack 
Associate Executive Director 
School Administrators of lowa 
Anne Sullivan Lainf 
Doctoral Student 
Drake University 
I Sunley of Professionals in Iowa with a n  ucinenrary Bcnool .%arnlnlstrator Endorsement j 
Please read  the follow.ing i t ems  a n d  put  an 'X" in the blank to the left of the choice that describes you. 
(This information will be used Tor d a t a  disaggregation purposes only.) 
- maic 
- female 
*.-. ilt.*.*. .*.** i w . . * * t * ~ . * . " i * " i . * . . " ~ . . ~ " ~ . . * ~ * " . ~ ~ * . * ~ . * " ~ - . * " - . . " . ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ . . . . * * ~ ~ ~  
Please read  the lollo\ring i t ems  a n d  put a n  "X" in the blank to the left of the  choice that best describes yoo. 
- I have applied for an elemen- principal posi.jon bur ha!.: neve: bctn offered or accep~ed one. 
- 1 have ne\,e: applied for an elemmcary principal pasirion 
- I have never applied for an e l c r n e n ~  principal posidoh hut un cmenfi)- or will k seeiring ticmenlay 3ncipr:  poslrlor. 
- 1 have been an elementary pnncipa!, bur I am curmdy in anorhe: posirion. 
- I havc betn o5ered a1 Iczs one elrmenlar.. pnncipalship. hu: did nor accept. 
- i am currently a pnncipa!. 
- 
O ~ e r :  
~"'-....r-*rrrr-.r~..-.~.~~.~-.........~~~..--.~.~...-...*-.-.m.------..--.-.----------------~--- 
W h a r  is y o u r  current  posi t ion/emploverl  (Please check all that apply.)  
.A.. Teach:: (p leue  sure  wha! you reach]: 
- 9. 'riizner Educa~ion 
C. Curricu1u.. 
- 3. .Axa Education Ag=nc\. 
- E 3~2m-137: of Ecucarion 
- 
- r. @Lie: i2itzse satc your posi:ior::!- 
?it?se indlca:: t i e  slm::?c&-rct to u~hl:> :ach sf';?: follow;zc nu been 2 bar r ie r  rs yo12 seek:?; 0: stc--ng 2 p=.s::l>r 
2s h~ c\nen:r:. p x n c i ~ a i  t.! placing the number of your rcsponsc choice in  f h e  blank to :he )el: of each i t e m  
i i t~?or .s :  ;hoic:s a-e rs fo;lou.s 
1=%0 significance 2-Below Average P A v c r a g e  4=Abave Alrerage +Major  
S~gnif ionce  Significance Significance S ig~ i f i cance  
- - 6 h : ~  2 r  .-:-,- ,..... a:ror, a5021 h e  - 10. f;eFa>c i e a b c s  ulr? 
- I nr jot. l:s:li. :n:rtzx: erp%~,a:132: - 
-
re~mib i i i r i e : .  of ar pr.nc:;ai's roic TS:L.\ .Z LS~::S of s.'aiqisx:lon 
,uens.  srujc3.i rs5. 30k.i 
t r e n m ~ i o ~ ~ .  ra7iz-3( &. .wntL~nx)::. 7 ii-eo &OM- :s nor: i T i p O 7 ~ !  - 11 Sa;;sf~cx>r u'.:: P h v e  li:. c ~ :  , - L:zr: &? :ni;y15-$ s mc: 3 ccr.,ng: 'krt"I--:nl !oc 
con t inued  ctn back  >>>>>> 
Appendix C 
S u r ~ e y  Quts~ionnaire 
........................................................................................................ 
13. Looking at the  list of barriers, is there anything you would like to add? 
......................................................................................................... 
14. From which of the following have you created your perception of the elementaq principalship? Please give 
each item a rating from 1 to 5 with 1 being of no significance to 5 being of major significance. 
- .4. Professional 0rpanizarior.s ( i . ~ . ,  SAI) 
- 3. Principals; Direct Obsrrvaiio:! 
- 3. Professional ,publicarions (i.e.. Education Wrtk) - .E. 0th: teacherslcolleagues 





15. What motivated you to  attain elementam principal cenification? Please give cacb item a rating from 1 to 5 
with 1 being of no significance to 5 being of major significance. 
P.. 9esi:r to bt the leadr: of an :lerntntz. sfnool - E. Suns o f h e  position, More ?rts:igc 
3. Enhanze !ob oppor;unirier bur nor s w e  es - F. Move up on !he ply scaie in rry current 
r: ciements? princ:?al pcsitjon 
C Make 2 ?cs~::-.,e ii5erence fo: srudrnrs a . ~ d  : tach3 - G Morr monq 
Thank  you for completing this survey! 
Please return by T u e r d a ~ ,  Jan 11, 2000 i n  the  surnped envelope p ro r ided  o r  fax to 
school  .Administrators of Iowa at  515. '?2133-2.  
Appendix D 
Appendix F 
Complete List of Respondent Comments. Survey Item Thirteen 
Question 13: Looking at the list of barriers in item 12. is there anything you would like to 
add? 
Lack o f  financial incentive 
Group 1 
My degree was obtained in 1986 and I'm unwilling to take timeJeffon to update for a 
principalship in rural Iowa where I'd be making less and have more responsibility than 1 
do  teaching. 
I would like to try being a principal-but the position has to "fit"- minimal pay raise I 
would receive would not be worth it if I had to travel a great distance or if it means 
missing out on my own children's activities. 
I 'd have to take a job which would pay less than I make as a teacher because I have no 
administrative experience except in NSEA and ISEA. 
The salary for administrators/principals varied greatly with smaller districts and the 
longer drive and lower salary were disincentives. Wasn't selected for 2 of the local jobs 
which had decent salaries. 
I have a good job and with no experience as a principal. I have only been considered as a 
candidate in very small districts where I would have to take a significant pay cut. 
I am not willing to relocate or move to a small town for less pay than I make now as 
teac herlcoac h. 
Financially very diff~cult o relocate with family. 
As a teacherlcoach of 30 years. my wife has an excellent income-relocation would mean 
a severe loss of income. 
Group 2 
I've considered seeking an elementary principal position often. My preference would be 
to serve as a principal in a small to medium sized school. My perception is that I would 
most likely have to take a cut in salan from my current position. Money is not the top 
priority for me. but I really don't want to take a pay cut. Principals work too hard. 
The pay is so poor compared to teaching with a MA+30. less hours teaching. less days on 
the job. I am in a system where teachers are paid well and I have many opponunities for 
professional satisfaction. I am not willing to go to a smaller district where pay is less and 
opportunities for professional satisfaction are less numerous. 
Group 3 
At the time the monthly pay was not that much different. Today the difference in daily- 
monthly pay would make a difference. At the time my wife was an RN department 
manager which required a lot of her time, too. 
Group 4 
Need more pay to lure people a away from teaching. During the 5 years I was an 
elementary principal there were several teachers who made more money (they coached). 
Group 5 
Last year I was offered a job in Iowa in a school of over 1500 students the salary was 
$48,000 I currently make $43,000 had to travel 150 miles in district a week with no 
mileage pay. Also had to give up 130 sick days and work 240 day contract. Not worth it 
for $6,000 more. 
My biggest issue is insufficient salarylfringe benefits. 
I know many people that say that at this stage of their life if they are going to change 
jobs. they would g o  into another field that pays much more and has better benefits. 
Retirement benefits need to be improved for administration in order to draw in more 
people to the field. Salary alone is not enough. 
Group 6 
No  responses 
Negative feelings about the iob of principal 
Group 1 
My husband has been an elementary principal and I have heard all of the negatives. 
T o  me there are way too many negatives about being a principal that are not challenged 
by positive aspects. 
I've seen principals forced into doing things with their teachers that were not ethical. 
As  it exists today. the principalship is nearly more than one person can handle. Too 
many headaches, problems and srressors. 
It would be nice if the general public would have a better understanding of how 
challenging school administration is.. . 
Over the past fifteen to twenty years there has been a steady decline in respect for rules. 
standards. or expectations by students. Society ties the hands of school personnel. yet 
expects more from us. 
Appendix E 
List of All Occupations, Survey Section Three 
Section 3: What is your current positionlemployer? 
Male 
A. Teacher 135 
B. Higher Education I 
C. Curriculum 2 
D. Area Education Agency 12 
E. Department of Education 0 
F. Other 2 2 
Currently a principal 6 
*Other 
Central office 1 1  
Counselor 7 
Facilitator 1 
At Risk Strategist 1 
Work based learning advisor I 
Behavior interventionist 0 
ESL Coordinator 0 
Title 1 Grant Manger 0 
Consultant 1 
Crisis Interventionist 0 
Gifted Education Coordinator0 


























Principals seem to have so many "operational duties" - discipline, safety, special 
education- there is little time to devote to being an educational leader. 
There is little time for a principal to truly be an instructional leader. 
I prefer to work more directly with children than the position would allow. 
I am married to a fanner so am limited, but administrators seem to be overworked often 
being called in during summer vacation time. Perhaps in two years when my daughter 
graduates, the extra workload won't seem so negative to me. 
Too much P.R. expected. Too much discipline-dealing with out of control students. The 
demands placed on elementary principals exceed the rewards. Too much time spent in 
meetings, too little time with student/teacher contact. 
School principals rarely have the time to be effective instructional leaders. Instructional 
leadership is not viewed as a priority. 
Negativity of job, not enough positive contact with students. 
Money isn't important. I didn't want the hassle. 
I have my certification in administration, but am quite content as a teacherlcoach. The 
problems administrators face are so great that it's not worth the move. 
Longer work year is a negative 
Discipline issues 
I am not sure any of these fit. I don't want to deal with the duties of a principal. 
Cumculum allows me to move in wider channels and have a great impact of student 




I entered education to work with young people. After 14 years as an elementary principal 
I decided I would be happier in the classroom and I am. 
The amount of paperwork involved and liability facton-So many principals are so busy 
with papenvork and are not with the teachm and students observing and giving feedback. 
Principal time spent away from school-meetings, etc. 
Increased incentives with respect to benefits, multiyear contracts 
  he public perception of education as a whole is very discouraging as is the legal liability 
in comparison with pay and benefits. 
Keeping all aspects of  a principalship in balance is a tough job! 
Public expectations. media also have tremendous influence on what is happening with 
school leadership 
Negative dealings with incompetent superintendents would be of major significance as a 
barrier. If I choose another principalship. I will choose the superintendent wisely. 
Lack of community support for education 
Group 5 
Enjoy teaching and the summer free from teaching responsibilities. It is not worth giving 
up summers off for a slight pay increase. Administrators work long hours! 
Other expectations, requirements of the job: athletic director, curriculum coordinator, etc. 
When 1 have chosen to serve as a principal-the opportunity was always there. I prefer the 
classroom and more direct contact with kids. 
System where teacher tenure protects bad teachers-difficult to get rid of them. 
Group 6 
N o  responses 
Inadequate universin' preparation 
Group I 
Administrative classes need more "real life" experiences. 
Group 2 
Need more training in dealing with special education. Dealing with special education and 
AEA teams. Not enough training in special education at school level. 
Group 3 
N o  responses 
Group 4 
N o  responses 
Group 5 
N o  resporlses 
Ciroup (1 
N o  responses 
Time requirements infringe on family life 
Group 1 
I want to make sure sacrificing the additional hours toward more meetinglactiviry 
commitments will not leave me feeling robbed of very appreciated personal time and 
fieedom. 
Prior to having children I was focused on moving to the administrative level. However, 
due to the time demand and pressures entailed with administrative work, I have chosen 
work which allows me both the time and energy I desire for my family. 
I don't want to spend all day at work and have night meetings. too. No feelings for those 
of us with children of our own! 
My family is my first priority. Today principals have virtually no time for anything 
except their job. The demands and expectations are too high! 
Timing with family obligations 
Current responsibilities raising a family 
Time is a big barrier. A principal has to sacrifice their family and personal time in order 
to do the job. 
Group 2 
When 1 began m) degree work. I was childless. I now have 2 preschoolers and believe 
my # I priority now is my children. A principalship demands many afterhefore school 




My spousu lefi mc with two young children to raise. I felt a primary responsibility to 
them and returned to thc classroom which allowed me more time to be a parent. 
I stepped douln from a full-time position as an administrator to raise my two children and 




Being an clcmcntar? principal was very  dimcult when raising a young famil!. 
Perception that men are being hired because of their gender 
Group 1 
I am not a "good old boy"- every job I almost got was given to a male or someone with 
"connections." 
Males were often selected over females. 
An inexperienced female applying for an administrative position will get less 
consideration than an inexperienced male. 
Men are preferred in small districts. Bogus reasons for who is hired. 
They were interested primarily in former coaches; women were at a distinct 
disadvantage. As 1 mentioned earlier I was not allowed to do my practicum in my 
district. 
I am a female. This was a barrier in some district that I applied in. 
Being a female has hurt. When I was actively looking for an administrative job, my 
husband was also in administration. 
Sexism-men can handle the job better 
I find the system is still dominated by males and the "good old boy system." 
Group 2 
N o  responses 
Group 3 
N o  responses 
Group 4 
1 1  is still a male-dominated position-there was discrimination by male administrators. 
Uncomfortable level; Harassment-only woman with 7 men-didn't feel equal. 
Group 5 
Still a "good old boys" belief in many schools 
Group 6 
No  responses 
Perception that women are being hired because of their eender 
Group 1 
Sexist barricrs more apt to hire a woman over a man (for the "quota"). 
Group 2 
Prejudice toward hiring ineffective women over deserving males! Our district had a 
female personnel director who hired 8 females to 1 male consistently-she's gone now, but 








N o  responses 
Perceived unfair hiring ~ractices/~olitical hiring 
Group I 
Assistant principals are not selected to be principals without first being "interns" 
regardless of lack of  education (training). 
I t  is frustrating to have a long and successfbl experience in education. to have the support 
and respect of  peers. to take on every "extra" responsibility requested and yet not be 
given the opportunity for leadership. 
Lack of hiring teachers from within a system to fill an opening 
"who You Know" and "Geographic Limitations" predominate NW Iowa. There are also 
few vice-principal positions. I'm in the "no experience" category. So. my question is: 
How does on "get" experience when those hiring want only "experienced" personnel? 
I've given up. M y  variet). of teaching experiences must mean nothing. However. I do 
have more time to "push" our current principal to be more effective ... so it must be what 
w a s  meant lo be. 
I have taught in [name of district] for 9 years. I would like to stay in [name of district]. 
but it is extremely political. They also used a phone interview to disqualifj' candidates. 
In the ma.iorit~ of cases when I have applied district have hired from within. 
The Urban Gallop Perceiver Test kept me from attaining a principalship position. and 1 
feel its suhiectivc bias.  
M! district hires from outside in most cases-others hire within. 
I was sent to the Principals Leadership Academy by my district and identified as a person 
who should be considered for administration in my district or elsewhere. One central 
office staff person prevented my selection. 
The "Who You Know" is very blatant in lowa- I came back from out of state-it's as if 
what's been done before is nonexistant and [name of state] Tech Leadership 
ProgramfDegree and other experience is a kind of [can't read] not a plus. 
Hiring boardslindividuals do not look at the "whole package" in hiring; They seem to 
concentrate on number of years teaching elementary school. Experience is good but that 
doesn't always translate to a good leader. As the crunch gets tighter, it will behoove 
Boards to hire leaders, be they secondary or special education experienced, rather than 
"good old boys and/or girls.'' lowa will only continue to fall behind without visionaries 
looking to Iowa's future not her glory days past. 
Having background in coaching seems to be quite important and I have no coaching 
experience. 
I have experience as an educator. I have two master's degrees. I might be not as 
inexpensive as other potential candidates. Who you know seems to be important. Male 
or female preference. 
In hiring, the system does not use equitable criteria. 
Because I'm limited geographically and I have a lot of years in education-my current 
district seems too be looking at less experienced candidates. 
1 have found in applying for administrative positions credential are not important: it's 
who you know that gets you the job. I am still interested in the position. 
If you are a person of color. chances are that you will not be considered for a job as a 
principal in lowa. 
I believe m) superintendent felt I was more valuable to him and the district in the current 
special area where I served. However. I really wanted to be a principal. My wants and 
desires werc never discussed. 
Basically in our district. if you were not a ..brown noser" or in the political realm of 
"kissin up." you werc not even considered. In a nut shell-if you were not someone who 
fit certain individua1.s criteria. you were N 0 1 '  considered. 
Not all-hut who you knou in the "cluh" is such a factor. You are good so you're 
intenfiewed so i t  can he said we had good candidates. then the predetermined person is 
hired. Says a lot ahout leadership. 
When I first started teaching I felt merit was veF important in findirlg a j o b  The longer 1 
teach the more I sec i t  depends on '.who you knou." 
I work at an outstanding district. We. for some reason. have a tradition of hiring outside 
the district. 
I think number seven [Who you know is more imponant than an individual's merit in 
getting hired] says it all. 
After 6 years or more applying for the principalship, I gave up. f have two endorsements- 
elementary and secondary. The district's phone screening should be eliminated. 
My school district seldom hires from within. 
Local politics and lack of administrative experience. Experience with elementary 
students and curriculum development and innovation not a priority. 
Our school district does not believe in hiring from within. 
Curriculum area-as a physical education major I d o  not feel I was given strong look. 
I am not the right color or gender. 
Age discrimination-l didn't apply until my children were grown. 
Age may be a factor though no one would ever admi t  to such discrimination. 
Age may no\v be a barrier. 
Age discrimination is evident. 
1 felt that being a speech therapist for the major portion of my career was not looked at or 
valued in education. ( I  also have been a classroom special education teacher). 
Group 2 
1.00 often school board's predetermine criteria that includes the requirement of prior 
experience or they ha\,e already decided that they want someone from outside the district 
to add a different outlook. This really discourages staff who do not want to relocate- 
usually women. 
Our districl does not seem to hire directly from teaching staff. Must be willing to pursue 
semi-administrat ive position in-between. 
i t  would be nice i f .  an  individual could bc judged o n  ability, past performance and merit. 
rather than who their acquaintances are. 
}-liring school s~nl.f in this community can he VeC' "political!" 
The only applicants considered for elementary principal positions seem to be classroom 
teachers or PE teachers. There seems to be a perception that special education, art or 
music teachers have NOT had "classroom" experience. 
Unwillingness of current administration and Board permitting advancement within 
current district. 
Group 3 
N o  responses 
Group 4 
Age discrimination is definitely a factor! In my case I feel it would rate a "5." 
Group 5 
Some school districts need to hire from within. 
When I was looking to return to teaching my age and experience was against me at that 
time. I was 52 years old at that time. 
Group 6 
No responses 
InabilitvrClnwilline - to move 
Group 1 
I do  not want to leave my school district-there have been no openings. 
I find that in my geoeraphic location there are many applicants for each administrative 
opening. 
Trying to stay close to Spencer where my wife teaches. 
Group 2 
In my situation I have a wife with a job that she likes. school age children that would be 






N o  responses 
Group 6 
N o  responses 
Lack o f  mentoring 
Group 1 
There was no mentoring. especially in 1978-79 for women. 
The lack of mentoring a new administrator in a new position after having been a teacher 
is a concern. 
Group 2 
A mentor would have been extremely helphl. 
In small communities it is a "lonely" job. I would want to be in a district with several 
elementary schools so I had a network and more support. The pay is not worth the 
headaches. 
Lack of leadership opportunities (with mentoring. compensation and time) for teachers 
within the K-12 structure. 
Group 3 







Satisfaction with current iob 
Group 1 
M y  biggest barrier is that I love teaching at my current grade level and with my current 
staff and administrator. 
1 have always enjoyed teaching and coaching. I like where 1 live and did not want to 
relocate my family. 
I am ven, satisfied in mv teaching position; Therefore. I have no desire to pursue a 
principalship. 
I personallv am still involved in coaching and have been unwilling prior to 2000-2001 
school year to give up coaching. 
Group 2 
I am \,en1 satisfied with my current administrative position w i t h  an AEA. I f  myioh 
satisfaction le\.el were IO diminish. I would ceminly look at pursuing a principalship. 




N o  responses 
Group 5 
N o  responses 
Group 6 
N o  responses 
Perception that lack of experience is a barrier to being hired 
Group 1 
Timing and specific jobs have never been just right. Have had 3-4 good interviews in 
past 7 years-lost to people with experience in all cases. Will keep watching openings 
Lack of administrative experience 
I have applied for many administrative positions, but have been offered an interview only 
twice. My lack of administrative experience is my biggest barrier. 
Unwillingness to hire candidates with no experience as administrators-but have 23 years 
of  teaching experience K-College plus AEA experience. 
Having no experience as an administrator 
No previous experience in administration seems to be a barrier to getting an interview 
Experience preferred-I've been told that I'd be a ver? likely candidate for most jobs. if I 
had experience following. 
Lack of experience as an administrator. 2 times I have been the second candidate for a 
position and each time they have chosen the candidate with actual administrative 
experience. 
They all want experience and the last place I applied told me the teachers didn't want a 
woman principal! I know that I will be a wonderful principal. 
Gening information about openings around the state. Finding schools that are willing to 
hire a 1 '' year principal. 
Group 2 
I live in [name of city] with few openings. They generally want you to have prior 
experience however. I feel I could easily step into an elementary administrative position, 
especially with my background in this school district. 
Teacher evaluations, number of meetings that take principals away from building- 
ordering teacher supplies and scheduling. Suggestion: split principal roles into ? 
positions. 1 would be interested in running the special education end and handling all 











I would like to be a middle school principal or at least work with that age group. Most 
jobs are K-6 or 7- 12. 
Acting as a substitute principal for a district is a positive experience! 
I have applied in only one district three times 
I feel more districts need to look at assistant principal positions to offer additional 
experiences for those unwilling to move to a smaller district for their first job. 
Assignment to two buildings is a barrier to building leadership opportunities- "pan rime" 
status in each building does not lend itself to vice-principal assignment. 
The lack of-lob security is a concern. In my district administrators have been hired only 
to be fired or put on probation several months later. 
Education is not respected as a profession. No suppon. are always begging for more 
money. help. benefits (speaking as a teacher). 
This has not been the right time for me to change jobs. 
1 have applied and interviewed for several local positions and have not been offered a 
position. 
I think a person's personality and self-acceptance should be at the top of the list to qualify 
for a principal job. 
Not know positions available, beyond our own district 
My teaching major should be a benefit as it relates to administration due to the fact that I 
am very involved with the public, but I don't think it is. 
At this point I am too close to retirement to seek an administrative job. 
Not a barrier but advantage to administrative preparation. School law and school finance 
are courses any teacher should have. 
I have other administrative endorsements so the elementary principalship has not been a 
priority for me. 
Group 2 
Lack of financial support at the state and federal level to make needed changes. 
I am almost 60 years old so having only 2-5 more years of full  time work is of ma-ior 
significance. 
Suggestion: I observed this in Illinois; Create a weekend PhD program at one of the state 
universities for staff currently holding administrative license. Every other week. 
candidates meet Friday afternoon at 4:OOpm-10:OOpm and all Saturday AM for classes. 
This group then becomes educational leadership for whole state. Because group spends 
time together they become a support network for each other. PhD program was 
subsidized and costs to candidates were small. 
I think m) personality is better suited to teaching than being an administrator 
I am nearing retirement- 1 year or less 
No encouragement to apply 
Knowing when a position is going to he open. so that you can apply for the job. 
Personality type is a big factor. 
Graduate level courses available in local AEA's that provide an on-going development of 
administrat ion that is meaningful and affordable. Coursework needs to be offered more 
than once. 
The major barrier preventing me from pursing a principalship was loss of seniorit!. If I 
had become a principal. I'd have los~ ni) opportunity to return to a teaching position 
automatically. If l would have been able to return to teaching if I didn't like being a 
principal. I would have applied for a position as a principal. 
Group 3 
D o  you have to be an assistant principal first? If so, that would keep me from being able 
t o  apply to be  a principal for 3 years after. 
I would like a position as half time principal and half time counselor. 
Finding available position and organizing resumes can be time consuming. How to write 
an  effective resume? 
Group 4 
I thoroughly enjoyed being an elementary principal. The position was eliminated due to 
student enrollment decline. 
Negative dealings with the superintendent 
When I left the principalship it was because I was ready for a different position. 
I have always believed it is important for administrators of a district to work well as a 
team and I have not seen that where I am located so would not be interested in becoming 
a member o f  a group that often has conflicts. 
I tend to  be more willing to look at a role as an assistant principal than a full-time 
principal at this time. I'd like the added experience before becoming a hll-time 
principal. 
1 took a position afier principalship where 1 could be hone needed skills to return 10 
principalship. 
Group 5 
 difficult^ in maintaining certification standards (courses) when not currently a principal- 
information about the requirements not easily available. 
In my case i t  would have put a strain on my marriage for me to be a principal and he a 
teacher. W'e are older and more old fashioned. 
In my district. principals are forced to move afier a few years. 
I feel t h a ~  I lack the wpe of decision-making skills necessary to being an administrator. I 
like to yet the facts. ha\,e time to consider options and then make a decision. I do not 
believe that this is possible in many of the decisions involving parents. discipline. etc. 
1.m not sure I could be very patient with adults that play the system. I've heen successful 
as  a teilcher and I don't care to take the risk of dealing with even more challenges than 
thc classroom 
Group 6 
Job security- cannot risk losing benefits if the administration job does not work out. 
Availability evaluator approval classes to remain certified is limited. 
Appendix G 
Complete List of  Written Comments, Survey Item Fourteen 
Question 14: From which of the following have you created your perception of the 
elementary principalship? Please give each item a rating from I to 5 with 1 being of 
no significance to 5 being of major significance. 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Total (40 6) 
A. Professional organizations 2.1 1.8 2.3 2.4 1.8 2.4 2 .O 
B. Professional publications 2.4 2.0 2.6 2.3 1.9 2.5 2.2 
C. College professors 3.0 2.3 3.1 2.7 2.2 3.0 2.7 
D. Principals; Direct observation 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.6 
E. Other teachers/colleagues 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.5 3.9 3.4 3.6 
F. Other 
Group 1 "Others" (Each rated a 5): 
Internship 
Experience as  assistant 





Superintendent and school board (2) 
My wife is an elementary teacher 
Working with principals on mutual concerns/activities 
Direct experience 
Conversations with professionals outside education 
1 have taken over for our principal in the past and the job stinks! 
Media 
Group 2 "Others" Rated a "5" 
Watching people who are hired 
Principals who are friends 
Father was an elementap principal 
Family member who was a principal 
Parentslstudents (rated a "3") 
Internship (rated a "4") 
Group 3 "Others": 
Board members 
Group 4 "Others" (cach ratcd a " 5 " ) :  
My own cxpcrience as a principal (8) 
Religious communities 
Harvard Principals' Center attendance 
Parents 
Appendix H 
Complete List of  Written Comments, Survey Item Fifteen 
Question 15: What motivated you to attain elementary principal certification? Please 
give each item a rating from 1 to 5 with 1 being of no significance to 5 being of major 
significance. 
A. Desire to be the leader of an elementary school 
B. Enhance job opportunities. but not serve as an 
Elementary school principal 
C. Make a positive difference for students and 
Teachers 
D. Develop leadership skills 
E. Status of the position. More prestige 
F. Move up on the pay scale in my current position 
G .  More money 
H .  Other 
Group I Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Grp 5 Grp 6 Total 
(wlo 6) 
4.5 3.1 4.4 4.4 3.9 4 . 1 4 . 1  
Group 1 
Responses rated a "5" 
~ p p l y  imate talents for supervision and leadership that are not being used in adult 
management now. 
For  individual growth as an educator 
Internship 
Logical step and feel I can make a big difference 
My focus of interest in educational issues goes beyond the classroom (building and 
district). 
Went along with my Director of Special Education certification. 
I 've always desired to be a leader not a follower 
Kids are our future! 
Serve as  an assistant principal; opportunities to create, design, enhance, improve 
programs/ways to increase student learning 
Benefits o r  curriculum knowledge in addition to special education instruction knowledge 
I was more interested in secondary, but finished elementaq, also 
I picked up the elementary endorsement along with the secondaq endorsement 
Become more knou ledgeable and diversified 
Response rated a "4" 
Lead and work with entire elementary community in a cooperative effort. 
Response rated a " 1 " 
I was primarily wanting a job in Missouri. Ever). job 1 applied for was filled b~ a person 
with a spccialis~ degree. I didn'r want to go hack to college to obtain another degree. 
Responses rated 3 "5" 
t lushand's enthusiasm while we wcrc in graduate school ( 1969-7 11 
Help teachers become better teachers and encouragement fiom my principal 
Personal goal of graduate degree; Thought I might combine principal's endorsement 
with some sort of early childhood setting. 
Employment options later; gave me a permanent certificate 
Obtaining special education administration certification was so similar to principal 
certification that I decided to go ahead and complete elementary principal certification 
also. 
School reform 
Afraid of teacher bum out: wanted to be able to do something else 
I wanted elementary certification 
Needed to renew my certification and wanted the hours to apply towards something 
significant 
Better understand the workings of an elementary school and personnel 
Was attempting to be a curriculum director and at the time the position required 
administrative endorsement 
Responses rated a "4" 
At the time I was a professional student. I enjoyed going to college. 
Assist towards obtaining special education administrative endorsement 
1 had a full ride scholarship at a university to obtain certification. 
Responses rated a "3" 
My long term goal was to be a Director of Elementary Education 
Group 3 
Response n tcd  a "5" 
Other professional colleagues telling me I'd be g o d  at it. 
Group 4 
Response3 rated a "5" 
Lf'as asked r o  he 3 prtncipai 
Enhance joh npponunities from a half time to full time position 
Ofjered a posit~on fhar requires centfieation so I had to pursue the endorsement 
Encouragement o f  principal 1 was working for 
Group 5 
Responser rated 3 Y" 
Needed a goal 
Encouraged h: fbrmrr pr~ncipal 
Didn't warat ao &come stagnant 
O n l ~  wa\ 10 mcnc up m editcation in Iowa cspc ia i l?  as elemenfa? teacher 
I wanted to makc sure that I war not hecorning stagnant a d  ro he a more kno~\-ledgeable 
and undunfandmg tcachzr. I Jeridrd io gel e nlaster's degree in curricuium-there Herr 
not enouch pet~plc ro f i l l  fhnt program. I needed to expand my knowledge and expand 
m~ opt i r m s  so I dccldcd to take tlic rlrmentrr? adnrinirtratise progmrpm hecause I kneu it 
would hrt3aifcn rn? opptmt~nfties. 
